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Tonight and Wednesday
Fair; no Change in

Temperature

VOL. XXXIV.

state officials assert Kuiis confessed
to having heen sent by Colonel
the federal commander at Juarez, to join Medina's expedition.
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WOUNDED

El Paso, Tex., July 1. Excesseu of
ail kinds, including assaults on young
girls and married women are charged
American Celebration
against soldiers in the Command of
Mexico City, July 1
Aitnougn ncr
General Pancho Villa, rebel com- visional President Huerta has accept-mander, who two weeks ago captur- ed the invitation to meet the Ameri-- I
ed Casas Grandes, according to acresidents of Mexico City during
counts given by a Mexican refugee
the festivities on the Fourth of July,
arriving here.
the colony in Mexico City will 'ce!e-- j
Scores of women are said to have
without the American ambassa-brate
fled to the hills to escape the insults
Lane Wilson, who has de- dor,
Henry
of the victors. The refugees relate
to
to
Vera Cruz toarticipate
go
that many of' the men were bound
on board the' vessel
in
the
festivities
and compelled to witness the excesses
of
the
States
United
navy there. He
inforof the so'idiers. It is said this
mation has caused many of the vol- will thus avoid the embarrassment of:
unteers in Juarez to join the federal what might be construed into official
contact between the president of tbe
garrison to repulse the anticipated
Mexican republic and the represents-- :
rebel attack.
of a nation which has not racoa
tive
from
A Mexican who arrived today
his government.
r.ized
Panwhen
that
Casas
reports
1

j
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PROMISED
SENATE

WHEN
TOMORROW
INVESTIGATORS
WORK

RESUME

I. W.
Cheyenne,
members of
the World

BRIBERY

KIRBY ANDPARHY TO TESTIFY

'

'

Grandes,

cho Villa's rebels took that place two
LYNCH WILL INVESTIGATE
weeks ago, the soldiers of Villa's comNew York, July 1. Although no
mand outraged all the women and
has been filed as yet, it
girls who did not flee to the hills. He complaint
was stated
t.odatr- at National leaeue
:
90
under
the
age wi;
says
young girls
tihflrimiflWorii
orrtiil invoatip-at-

that Prpsiripnt

PRESIDENTS OF
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MANU-
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Washington, July 1 Disclosures
to follow the reopening of the sen-- !
tomorrow
ate s lobby investigation
are expected to be among the most
lmporUnt development in recent
yearg in a congressional inquiry,
ginC(J publication o( Martin K. Mul-cahairs story of how he had operated
t0 influence legislation and elections
in behalf of the National Association
of Manufacturers, scores of labor
leaders, present and former congress-cidemen and others, have come forward
with testimony ancT ask that they
also be heard by the investigators
President Gompers, president of
the American Federation of Labor,
who figured prominently ln Mulhall's
story as the object of a long continued attack by those who attempt
to bribe him and force him to give
up his fight in behalf of labor lega
aeianeu
isiatiqn, has made public
report of the attempted bribery. It
confirms the story told by Mulhall.
aiatemeui i a w- lne ,,uompers
, . ,
,.
, .
prepared in
tliat TftO idoor ItrtUKi
with
U18
190l
experiences
alter
Broughton Brandenburg, now a
imed
of ot the Natlonal
to w in. ine

07
j
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WAR

BULGARIA TAKES

-
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1
President
Washington, July
Wilson slipped out of Washington for
a three days "rest cruise" on the
For 72 hours Mr.
yacht Mayflower.
Wilson will take a complete vacation
from official cares In the salt breezes
ln lower Chesapeake bay. His only
companion is his physician, Dr. Cary
'.
T. Grayson.

crossing

provisional boundary

order to assume the offense.
"War in this way will commence
without a formal declaration and tne
Grteek government will
submit a
statement In this sense to the Bulgarian government today.
"Greece declines to accept the responsibility for this war, which' unMEXICAN
SELF questionably
will have grave consequences."
'!f!IFr"-U-r
The Greek legation here today e- F.'BH
Arf
i I ii C i t
$ J fi J ,
from
..
:
pived, an official
dispatch
Athens stating that the BulgartauE
LOPEZ'S
TRANQUILINO
WIFE, Had inaugurated a general jjltack
DRIVEN AWAY BY FEAB,
on the Greek and Seryian positions
WITNESS TO ACT
in Macedonia along a front of 1)0
.
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Albuquerque, July 1. Sunday afterat his home, Lockhart ranch,
located several miles south of Albuquerque, Tranquilino Lopez hanged
himself to a tree, The limb from
which he hanged himself was six feet
His neck was
from the ground.
broken from the fall.
Lopez was in a drunken condition
when he came home Sunday evening
and threatened to kill his wife, it was
said. Mrs. Lopez ran away from the
house.
She watched her husband
from behind a tree several hundred
yards away and saw him commit the
act. On account of fear she did not
go near when he dropped.
Lopez tried to kill himself several
times before hot ich ;in-- his wife
It was
had prevented the suicide.
would
it
time
that
thought at ope
be necessary to remove him to the
state asylum. The body was taken
to Albuquerque, where burial wil'i
occur this week.
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TO THE MAN WHO RUNS
THE STORE.
Are the goods on your shelves
advertised by the manufacturers who induced you to stock up
with them?
If you were called upon to advertise these goods, and to let
people know that you sold them,
what medium would you employ?

Without hesitation, we can
answer this question for you:
THE LOCAL NEWSPAPERS,
of course.
You know. Mr. Dealer, that
the one way to create an actual
demand that means sales over
your counter is through the medium of the daily press. When
manufacturers, therefore, want
to advertise their goods, tell
them that the way to help you
your
move these goods from
shelves is to use the newspapers
'
of this city.
to
sure
Arid be
who
with the manufacturer
spends money to bring customers to your store.

is

DETROIT
MAN MEETS WITH
MANY MISFORTUNES IN
PUEBLO, COL.

'

None Take Blame
London, July 1. Fighting between-GreeksPueblo, Co., July 1. To be covered
and Servians on one side and
a rifle in the hands of a proswith
on
other
the
Bulgarians
proceeded
mother-in-law- ,
forced to reacpective
today from Istip to Eleuthera,
move much of his wedding rainment
to
Sofia.
a
from
message
cording
All the governments concerned de- and garb himself in overalls, and
clare that their troops have been in- finally lodged in jail, all on what he

had believed his wedding day, was
the series of experiences which today befell R. B. Lewis of Detroit.
Lewis yesterday secured a license
wed Margaret Sneath, daughter of
Mrs. J. B.. Sneath. Today he presented himself at the some of his
was met at the door
by Mrs. Sneath.
When the police, surrrncned
by
neighbors, came to the rescue Mrs.
Sneath told them that her
had committed perjury In
obtaining the marriage license and
that he had persuaded his fiance to
borrow $300 from friends and turn
it over to him. The police decided
that Lewis would be safer in jail
than where he was, and took him into
custody.

structed not to take the offensive unless attacked and each party is tryreing to throw on the other-thsponsibility for the commencement
of war between nations which hitherto had been allies.
Except in one case the Bulgarians
In Saloniki offered only a feeble resistance to tbe Greeks and the latter
sustained no losses.

bride-to-beNb-

not-qult- e

Fighting Is Stopped
Uskup, July 1. Fighting ceased at
5 o'clock this morning between the
Bulgarian and Servian troops in this
district. The Servian qommander es.
timates that 100,000 Bulgarian soldiers participated in the engagement,
which was of a serious character.

son-in-la-

Servia Agrees for Peace
Belgrade, Servia, July 1 The Servian parliament today agreed to the
acceptance of arbitration between
Servia and Bulgaria, offered by the
emperor of Russia, and also to the
proposed conference between the Bal-kan premiers at St. Petrsburg.
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PROGRESSIVE
DAKOTA
1.
Sever a1
N
D,.
July
marck,

NORTH
Bis

public welfare movements that have
agitated in many of the states
became accomplished facts in North
Dakota today, with the putting into
effect of the measures enacted at
the last session of the legislature.
One of the most important is the new
marriage law which provides that a
woman, unless she be over 43 years
old, and a man, except he marry a
woman over that age, cannot be married if either he a common drunkard,
a criminal, an imbecile, an epileptic
or insane. The law requires that each

applicant for a marriage license stall
submit a certificate from a physician
y
certifying that the applicant Is
A
forfit
heavy
marriage.
penalty is to be imposed upon clergymen or civil officers performing marriage ceremonies in violation cf the
phys-Isacll-

law.

be allowed.

sue lis- 'wiii'put
extra iioiit.'efuea.
It is the plan cf the city officials
to try and have as few Fourth of July

AFTEI!

miles.
noon

crackers

and other explosives will
Any person who is tax en
Into custody for firing off explosives
in any other part of tie "city, except
In the restricted zone, 'will be jat.ed
and fined in police court.
PITCHER LONETY SOLD
It is Marshal Coles' plan to see
1.
Pitcher
Fred
Chicago,
July
the ordinance is obeyed. lie said
that
Lonety was sold to the Louisville this
mornln; that during the holiday
American association club' by the Chiif it Is found that he and his. regular
cago Nationals.' The terms were not officers are unable to
cope with the
.n.
(riven,
situation and people persist iu tiring off explosives in any other iih
j trict aside from the territory east, of
"JUST CaE TIHfiS
Sixth street and north of Baca ave-- '

fixed a short time ago the Greek gov- prohibiting selling liquor in boxing
ernment jfeels forced to give tne halls, was concured in by the assemMacedonian division of its army the bly today and now goes to the

im'GS
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PENSIONS IN JERSEY
-- Vmnty
Trenton, !. J.,
clerks throughout New Jeisey report
numerous applications for widows'-pensionunder the new state law
which became operative today... Under the provisions of the law a pension of $9 a month is to be paid to
widows with one child under the age
of 16 years, Fourteen dollars a month
will be allowed for two children under 1C, with 4 a month for each ad- EAST OF SIXTH, NORTH OF BACA
ditional 'cnild under that Hue.
AVENUE, IS THE EXPLOMOTHERS'
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BLAME

con-rage-

tol"'

CITY CSiTlON

FIGHTING

1.

ing.

STATEMENTS

K hplwppli
"
Pitcher Brennan of the Phildp'iih a
nd John J. McGraw, manager
New YorkiGiants after the game
Q
m Philadelphia yesterday. The league
executive, who has been absent from:"
unuer ui auvtc ou
the office for several days owing to port,
of other officials of the Ameri
tion
the death of his sister was expected
Brandencan Federation of Labor.
back In New York late this afternoon,
in
as
himself
charge
burg represented
of a bureau of the National Associa
tion 'of Manufacturers organized "to
HENRI
dishonexpose the immortality and
labor
the
Suicide
in
Women'
Forty
esty of the leaders
.Mexico City, July 1. Forty women
BEAD IN
movement."
residents, most of them of the better
According, .to this report Gompers
left Hrandenburg go until the latter
class, have committed suicide in the
city of Durango since its occupation ONE OF THE COUNTRY'S GREAT- proposed that Gompers should prenaEST POLITICAL.
last week by the rebels after a long
pare a general statement in the
stand
should
rea
to
letter
"confession,"
a
of
ture
siege, according
private
as president: of the
for
ceived here from tha city today. The
1.
Lea
Aix
of Labor in
Bains,
France,
July
Federation
as
American
women, it says, became desperate
the result of their treatment by the Henri ilochefort, for a long series 1908 and should then resign, leaving
t
prominent the Federation of Labor crippled by
of years one of
victorious rebels.
in
French
life, died his retirement and the exposure of
political
figures
rebels
the
advices
Consul
say that
of other leaders.
here
from
a
complication
today
who entered Durango conducted them(
is to
83. m
maladies,
aged
"My object in coming to you
a
large
selves like bandits, burning
,
Blanden-burgRochefort
name
The
Henri
of
real
save
you,"
say I want to
part, of the business section of the was
"1 want
Henri de
the
Victor
as
Marquis
is
saying.
quoted
city after looting it and joining in the Rochefort-Lucay- .
He was one of the to save you and while I do not want
wildest excesses. The report' says
Marquis Louis Marie de Rochefort to express in specific financial terms
that foreign flags .were not respected. Lie
Association of
Lucay, who was a successful au what the National
citizens were
American
A few
thor of 'light piays. Henri Rochefort, Manufacturers is willing to do, yet
wounded during the fighting while one was a
Parian, as he was born in the j can guarantee that you will be
Englishman was killed, according to
capital and had passed the nancially safe for the balance of
these reports.
greater part of his life there. He your jfe."
Private advices from other sources took part in its defense against
thej pormer Congressman James E.
say that a group of German women Prussians in 1S78 as a. member of Watson of Indiana, named by Mul- in Durango were forced to submit to the government in the national de- hall in his charges, notified Sergeant
indignities from the rebel adherents. fense and at other times worked as at Arms Higgins of the senate today
The Mexican government is ptepar- - a municipal official, as a deputy, as xht hp wnnid annear before the iobi
8.
tag a column of troops to march to j a j0in.naiist all(i a8 a playright.
by committee Thursday, July
must
but
him
days
many
the relief today
jjjg ar(jent patriotism often led
gan pranciEco, July 1 Half an
to excesses iu the expression of his hour j)eIore the liner Ventura was
pass befor-- its arrival.
opinions and brought mm into con- - jue t0 Bajj today for the Antipodes,
Medina to Join Villa
flict with the law. In 1871 he was John KIrby( Jr., and David M. Parry,
to deportation and was former presidents of the National
Ariz., July 1. Colonel: condemned
Douglas,
N. Medina' with between 300 and transported to Noumea in New Cale- - gociatjon 0f Manufacturers, cancelled
s
400 well armed and equipped men donla, where he with several com-- ; thcr reservations and engaged
toesto
in captivity managed
marched out of Agua Prieta early
nortati0n for Washington, where they
at- - cape in 1874 on an American vessel,!
win appear before the .senate com-tacday to assist General Villa in an
on Juarez. Medina was elected which brought him and his comradesmttee investigating the activities of
mayor of Juarez under the Martero aa- to San ir;meio. ne remained mere, lobbyists.
seme time before returning to Europe.) The change of plans will cost 'hem
serve
his
not
did
but
ministration
He was, however, unabel to return to jn.ooo each.
They promised before
full term.
am-of
!
the
issued
a public statement.
his
attack
until
make
to
to
France
general
iPaving
The men he now leads
Soon
1R0.
became
he
after
in
recruits.
They
are
Sonora
nesty
town
home
FLOTO IS NAMED
are carrying a heavy siege cannon, a deputy, but resigned in 1SS6. He
General!
cause
of
the
took
four
and
tlion
up
two mountain Howitzers
Albuquerque. July 1. Johnnie
for which he was brought dee and Tommy Dixon, who fkht here
machine guns and an ample supply of
ammunition and provisions. The trip before the courts and condemned by July 4 have aareed upon Otto Floto,
must be made overland and will re- default to perpetual detention in a 0f Denver, as the third man in. the
fortrpss. He escaped to London. ring. An invitation to referee .the
quire more than a week.
ofwhere he remained until another am-- fight bus been telegraphed Floto by
Lieutenant Ruiz a federal army
at
a
today
faced
management of the New Mexico
nesfy' permitted bis return in 1S93
firing squad
ficer,
Agua Prieta. His execution followed ter which he wrote almost daily for Athletic club but no answer has been
received up to 2 p. m, today.
a court martial convi'Uon in whic'i the Ultra Patriotic Patrieu.

....0..

Sjic&fc eo Lo
er Than Some People Talk

TO Y. M. C. A. CAMP
RANCHMAN KILLED
FOR THE DAY
Rosweli, N. M., July 1. Jim Jones,
TURNERS UP MOUNTAINS
aged about 33, just after sitting down
A
TTpnvpr ' Tnlv 1
tnnnntaiw nlimli.
to supper with his wife at his ranch
MfiiIin
Las Vegas' Fourth of July, as far
Inlv X. Tho CrfcoLfnrpifrn
x
J
q.x
x......x,
TT
(
Xl.
TI
M'vn x.
was shot and killed. as
minister today informed the corre- riome last, night,
explosives are concerned, will bo
14,000 feet above iea level, was the
Citizens and officers are himUng for as safe and sane as
of.
ot
the
Thems
the
FrankIspondent
City Marshal
ouective of a large party of Turners
to find out who did the shoot- Ben Coles can make
it. The chief cf
Gazette that Greece intended to a clue
fort
.
that set out from Denver today. Af- - begin war
ing, but up to a late hour today, no- police this morning
announced in
against Bulgaria today
ter leaving the railroad, the party will! wtthnI1t
thing has been learned. Jones came what part of the city the Fourtli
rnrma,
travel on foot with a pack train, Tbe
The foreign minister made the fol- from San Angelo, Tex., settling on a "fans" would be allowed to eJjobt 'off
'
tour will occupy eight days. Other
'
farm, 30 miles west of here.
explosives.
lowing statement:
the
with
short
to
parties spent
Marshal Coles the
trips
day
According
"After Bulgaria has answered all
into the mountains.
BILL TO GOVERNOR
territory east of Sixth street and
the conciliatory steps of Greece by
Madison, Wis., July 1. The Head- north of Baca avenue vail be the zone
repeated breaches of treaty and by
ON VACATION
PRESIDENT
ing boxing bill, with an amendment in which the shooting off cf fire
the

TO MAKE

d

j

......l

FORMER

Wyo., July

I

,

Washrington, July 1. The house
committee on banking and curency to OsOlNASCt TO EE EMi
day authorized Chairman Glass to re
the secretary of the treasury to CITY
quest
SERVIAN COMMANDER SAYS
MARSHAL EEN COLES GIVES
secure from national- - banks lnforma-OUT HIS' FOURTH
BULGARS FOUGHT
tion showing the ownership or control
IN BATTLE
ORDERS
of the bonds on which the circulation
of each bank is based; where they
were purchased and at what prices, alTHAT COUNTRY WANTS PEACE
PICNICATH9TSPKIN0SCANY0fl
so if the bonds are borrowed, from
whom and on what terms.
HUNDREDS WILL GO THERE AND
OR
SERVIA
NEITHER
GREECE,

IN JAIL

Fourteen
the Industrial Workers of
today charged with at
tempting to intimidate the., crew of
Union Pacific train No. 3, into carrying free 20 of their companions. The
arrests were made on the complaint
of the train conductor who stated that
the 20 men were ;it off at Kimball,
Neb., with the aid of the sheriff. The
men are being held pending a hear

SIGNED
WILL FURNISH
MENT CONCERNING
LEGED

W. MEN

!

C. 'v

1913.

WANT

GOMPERS BEARS GUT MULHALL

1

Action

DULGARS

PROBERS

n

1

..x.
v.t..
j
..
...x mat many marnea women were ouitheir husband being bound and
tied while their wives were forced
submit to the brutalities of the rebels.!
He say, that one woman was outraged
by 17 rebels while her husband, tied
and gagged, was forced to look on.
The story has led to a large number
of volunteer in Juarez joining the federal ranks to repulse the rebels ln
of their homes.

1,

j

i

TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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EL PASO ORGANIZES RED CROSS
FOR JUAREZ BATTLE

WIF3E

I

J

GREECE DECLARES

LOBBY

FOR

the-wor-

OUTLAWS

LEASED

6.

NISBET LOSES VOTES
Denver, July 1. The lead of S7
votes which the official count of ballots cast in the recent municipal election gave to Alexander Nisbet in the
race for commissioner of safety was
cut down to 38 this afternoon as a
result of the recount conducted by
Judge Rothgerber in the county court
There are., 167 jiecincts yet to be
counted. The recount is being made
as a result of the contest suit, filed by "GREECE ON THE DEFENSE,"
HER FOREIGN MINISTER
Hamilton Armstrong, who ran second
according to the official count.
SAYS

FACTS

STARTLING

Organize Red Cross
101
Paao, Tex., July 1. A volunteer
Red Cross corps has been formed in
El Paso to care for the wounded in
the event of a battle in Juarez. Dr.
C. P. Braden, secretary of the local
ehaper of the Red Cross, has recruited.
The wound
ed are to be brought to El Paso for
treatment. An effort is to he made to
induce the commanders of the con
tending armies to permit the Red
Cross operatives to work on the field.
During the battle of Juarez in May
1911, Red Cross people were fire;! on
when they attempted to succor the
v funded and the United States officers ref:t;e;l ro allow the won.ded to
he hroi ht to El Paso. A a lesult
Held for
many suitered on tr.o .'i'M-two or three days.
Juarez scouts have not yet sighted
any rebels, and the report tame today
that they would wait to 'attack until
Juan Medina's command could get
here from .Agua Prieta, which will take,
'
a week..
';."
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WOMEN
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REBELTREATMENT

FORTY

'

V

ASSOCIATED

EXCLUSIVE
NO.

i

accidents as possible. In the past
many youngsters have been injured,
some seriously and some slight. Parents are advised1 to keep a watchful
and guard
eye on their children
them from being victims of accidents. There is not a Fourth that
some unfortunate child is not injured for life by either having one or
both eyes burned out? or fingers or
limbs blown off. Just a3 serious accidents occur to the grownups a3 to
the little ones. So again it ia advisable that the parents take precaution and guard their children less
accident may befall ,
some serious
them.
Residents of Las Vegas who cara
little for celebrating the Fourth by
firing off explosives can enjoy the
day by attending the ball games and1
picnics which nave been arranged.
The joint picnic which is to be given
by four local churches and the Normal Sunday school students will attract hundreds of people to Hot
Springs canyon, where the celebration is to be held. A pleasing and
entertaining program has been arranged and those who p'tan on having
an enjoyable day will not be disappointed.
Many plan to go to the Y. M. C.
A. camp at Porvenir and inspect it.
The camp is now beiDg put ia con- -

FliOi

f OT'dh-k-

to care for many who have
arrangements to go there to
spend a few weeks.
Fourth of July nignt will seo many
one HUNDRED MOTORISTS LEFT beautiful
fireworks displays. There
TODAY TO PLAN GREAT
residents who are making
are
many
HIGHWAY
'
to
.
put on beautiful displays. It
plans
that hundreds of dollars
is
estimated
n
Twenty-beeIndianapolis, Ind., Juiy 1.
In the purchase of firetwo automobiles carrying a hundred will be spent
off during the even
set
to
be
works
or D10re persons are to start from
ing.
to
tour
a
on
the
here this afternoon
Pacific coast in support of the prohign-waDENVER SUFF TO WED
posed Lincoln
Denver, July 1. Miss Ellis Mereto stretch from tvew York to
Los Angeles, Cal.
dith, author, lawyer, prominent
and member of thj city e'r-iionThe tour is said to be one of the
commission, will be tnarlwl togreatest ever taken both in length
- morrow to
caraThe
of
Henry H. i'V
purpose.
and magnitude
i
van expects to teach Los Angeles Clement is a Harvard f 1
" T
August 2 and will remain there uatu son of the owner of the
August 6, when tha' return to be script.
made by special train will be started
Tha route selected Till tafcu the moLABOR MEN AR RESTED
"
torists over 3,575 miles of highway.
' '
The governors of some of the and Ircasim r of p."
states have arranged - accompany organizations were sm
i of iricU'";
the caravan through their states, in- ace
.
n'-and
cluding Governor . inntona of
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trans-continent-
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1
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SCol-or-

do.
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army.

st
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".AS
MIDDLEMAN

VISIT FAMILY AVOIDS

Ai.lERlCANS

SERIOUS SICKNESS

FARMERS

Supplied Willi

By Being Constantly

Tbedford's
FIND MANY THINGS TO INTEREST
IN
AGRICULTURAL
THEM
DEVELOPMENT

EJack-Draugh-

t.

McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
pears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, ol
:his place, "with sick headache,
and
stomach, trouble.
Ten years- ago a friend fold me to try
which 1 did,
Thedford's
ind I found it to be the best family medi-:ifor young and old.
I keep
on hand all the
ime now, and when my children feel a
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine
they ever tried.
We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
in our family, since we commenced
ising
is purely
Thedford's
vegetable, and has been found to regu-a- le
weak stomachs, aid digestion, relive indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
i8dache, Sick stomach, and similar
symptoms.
ft has been in constant use for more
Han 70 years, and has ben?"!Pfl more
fian 8 million people.
jfctjr,
;

VEAS

OUT

Washington, July 1. A novel attempt to reduce the cost of living by
eliminting the middlemen In meats and
green groceries through direct dealing with fanners is to bo tried hor?
by a concedn in which several well
known officeholders under the.Tai't
administration 4ire officials. Plarn
for the movement Jiave been under
way" for some time and its first actual
joperation will begin July 21. About
1,000 local housewives, many of them
women of standing in social circles,
are associated with the movement in
and advisory capacities.
market
A preliminary survey of
conditions In Washington has been
made and tha published statistics
seem to place the responsibility for
the soaring prices upon the middleman. Tabulations of prices taken in
all corners of the capital allege profits ranging from 100 to 33 per cent
These admittedly are offset by waste
and business costs.
The new movement proposes to
gather provisions from the countryside with motor trucks and deliver
them to the kitchen doors in sealed
boxes upon orders given the day
The leaders of the movement
'11 nnv the farmer 20
.: Tx
,
j
say that they w.
now gets and
he
more
than
cent
per
sell directly to consumers for 40. per
cent less than they now pay, ,

Totraegyer, Hungary, July 1. Members or the American commission on
were enteragricultural
tained here today in true Hungarian
peasant style. This Is a town of 2,610
inhabitants and the visit gave the
Americans an opportunity to see the
Hungarian country folk upon their
own hearths.
The commission was first welcomed
in the People's House, a sort of town
efhall erected through
fort. In the vestibule of the hall
?tood a fine of 20 Hugarlan peasant
"girl, Sy'.'ifty f Jjosen for their comentered
plexions. As tiin A'rheu.
SUIBa-JIlit
welcome
of
a hepfty ?liout
u,a
and
re1
and recommends
AMi-aWas he?H
uruggioi
Price only 25c. Get a
line.
men were led to the receiving
N. C 122
Jackage
Every peasant girl bowed to kiss the
hands of the elder American women amount to $18,400, and Its reserve to
and made a quaint courtesy to the a little over $ 1,000. The affairs of the
Stings or "bites of insects that are
Vouhge? ones. The Americans were!
societies and of the farm- followed
by swellings, pain or Itching
where
they
hall
lite
a
to
then taken
ers' association are carried on In the should be treated promptly, as they
SNOW
BALLARD'S
were welcomed in Hugarian speeches
People's House, which was given to are poisonous.
It
Charles
the
Father
counteracts
poison.
LINIMENT
the
priest,
village
In
by
the villagers by Countess Karolyl.
Price
Jak-slcand
healing.
both
is
Dr.
antiseptic
Simko. the ee'ate physician,
Sold
the winter evenings entertainments
50e and $1.00 per bottle.
and the town judge. These three are given In the big hall of the Peo- 25c, Central
Adv.
Co.
Drug
by
GOO volmen are the most important men of
ple's House and a library of
the community.
AVIATOR'S LIFE CHARMED
There are also
umes is maintained.
Three times while the speeches two bowling
and a tennis
Paris, July 1. For some days there
alleys
were proceeding the gypsy band in the ground.
hs been talk of a mysterious sabot
holnw had liroken out in
nM,-nr- i
movement in Hun age in connection wun a coiuuubmuu- The
music and had to be stopped. Tt was gary is probably more social than ed officer's aeroplane. The officer's
reevidently hard work for them to
economic,, or rather it is an attempt name is Uberthier, and he was raised
moment
the
sub-liefor
train themselves,
to accomplish a social task throuE i from the ranks and promoted
his
to
that a band was raised to tell them economic means. The village of
bravery at the
tenant, owing
of
Seventeenth
the
of
that their part of the performance
the
of
wonderful
a
examp'e
time
mutiny
offers
tumul-tur-1rou'd begin, they broke out in
what the movement may accomplish. regiment at Beziers some years ago
Raid when he prevented, at the risk of his
melody. Then the peasant girls The
boys of this village, It Is
in their brlllian native attire began
towns.
the
for
to
leave
no
life, the soldiers from blowing up the
desire
have
of rural Hungary. These
of nowder magazine. Some of the men
tlip
They are content to marry the girls
dances possible only for the
are
village and to stick to their afrma. who had a grudge against him are said
iovir.-people. There was a
a dame
in its to belong to the Labor confederatirn
Apparently through
lunchc"- -" served in the open with huge
sense, which means a thor- and are alleged to have sworn to take
broadest
muss o" beer and tha favorite cold oughly developed community life, :hc revenge.
solved
meats of the country. The peasant
During the last month or six weeks
problem of rural life has buvi
Klrls were the waitresses and great in
has had series of
the
Totrnegyer.
was the popularity of those members
of these happenOne
accidents.
strange
of the commission who could master
ed when he was flying at a height of
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
of
enough German or French to translate
Instead of the daily torment
2,700 feet. Then another time he was
sore
kidneys,
a
backache,
Americans
request
weak back,
for their fellow
flying at a height of 2,400 feet when
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
to the pretty country maids.
Us.
Pi
gave way. On each occasion
something
imulse to take Foley Kidney
which the aeroplane came down tilting side
After luncheon dancing was begun that
nature,
with
They
age in ''nd this time the Americans accounts for their success in all kid- ways and it was by miracle that he
were Invited to try their skill. The ney and bladder disorders. They are was not killed. On a third occasion he
strengthening and tonic. was
t.cfrvt was not very successful but the healing,
flying at a height of 300 feet when
and give
to impro- Obey that impulse today
able
found
was
t:and
G.
O.
jpypsy
a
valve
to
your.
got out of order, and it was
help
them a chance
vise a form of "Everybody's Coin' It" Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. by extraordinary
presence of mind
and so a turkey trot exhibition was
Adv.
to his seat nad
held
aviator
that the
hanged for the dance of the peasants
a hedge, which
for
to
steer
managed
Cameras were produced and a chap AMERICAN INSITITUTE CONVENE
his life. The apparatus
saved
again
ter of pretty faces added to the record
Bethlehem, N. H., July 1 The Is now guarded by troopers. It is a
of the commission.
American Institute of Instruction be- complete wreck, and the police are
convention here
When the fun was over a study was gan. Its eighty-seconauthorities in
New assisting the military
Cerhe
prominent
with
village.
many
made of the lifef
today
an
Inquiry.
making
wivh more ap- England educators in attendance. An
tainly it was studi'
Governor
been
by
address of welcome
preciation than It cuiild have
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
done before the village party. The Pe'iker and the presidential address yawn a good deal In the daytime, you
were can
houses of the peasants were opened, of Charles T. C-- Whitcomb
charge it to a torpid liver which
Prof.
session.
initial
has allowed the system to get full ot
of
the
to
features
not to curious busybodies, but
mpurities. HERDINB cures all .dis
friends who had come to a party. The E. H. Sneath of Yale university spoke orders
produced by an inactive liver.
Public
the
in
houses were comparatively large and on "Moral Training
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
continue
will
Age darkened Schools." The sessions
the bowels and puts the system in
scrupulously clean.
go"od
IW.althy condition. Price 5dc.
and carved wood furnituie and beams until Friday evening.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Sold
by
were the chief decoration.
HEART
r
THE
AND
Totme-gyeabout
RHEUMATISM
Most of the country
HARVEST FIELD
Don't overlook, the grave fact that SENTENCED TO
is the property cf Count Karol-y!- .
tne
in
"settles
Atchison, Kan., July 1. Charles
easily
In 1S!)6 a farmers' association was rheumatism disturbs
the vaivuiar ac- Whelpley, a young man formerly an
and
heart,"
formed which movement assumed a tion
The cure consists in removing inmate of the Orphan's home here.
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone who was arrested here for vagrancy,
practical form in 1!00 when a
distribute society was organized. up and strengthen the kidneys that
the mood tree ul iuiou" was sentenced to the harvest fields
This society operates a butcher shop, they keep
acid crystals, that cause rheu- by Judge Church White.
uric
and
a sausage shopand a bakery. The matism, swollen joints, backache, uricommission wsre fed with the prod- nary irregularities and disturbed heart
ucts of the society at luncheon and action. Try them. U. u. ocnaeiei
Store Adv.
their quality was beyond criticism. and Red Cross Drug
was
credit
The'
society
OBSERVE DOMINION DAY
for-- -in 1902 and in 1912 handled
Ottawa, Ontario, July 1 Dominion Mow to Avoid Those Pain and Distre
$20,100. It has 3G8 members and a fliiv. the lorty-sixtWhich to Many Mother Have Suffered.
auinvcij
capital of $4,E20. Its deposits now the confederation,, was observed in
the customary manner throughout
Canada today. In the capital an me
government offices and a majority of
hiiHlness were ciosea
tllC ijiuv." nf
fSliQOZtlOnsIlQS
and the day was celebrated as a genLARGEST VARIETY
f INIST QUALITY
oral holiday. Athletic and sporting
1
contests formed1 a leading feature of
in nearly all the
lno v..av,Orations
cities.
-
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of Stomach Troubles
Cause
Sedentary habits, lack of out door
of
exercise, insufficient masticationwor
fnnri rfmsti nation, a torpid liver,
ry and anxiety, overeating, partaking
of food and drink not suited to your
'
and occupation. Correct your
hntiitB ami take Chamberlain's Tablets
and 'you will soon be well again. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
REPUBLICAN

CONVENTION

Little Rock, Ark., July 1. Arkansas
republicans met in state convention
here today to nominate a candidate
for governor to succeed Governor Jos
eh T. Robmson, who resigned to ac
cept election to the United States
ftnatorfiiiip. The gubernatorial elec
tion will be held July 2".
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ONION
SYSTEM, NEEDS

HUMAN

Odorous Vegetable Has Value Far
yond That of Drug That Are
In Common Use.

j)"7'7r'n n nnn7in

imiine that to

ex.
press a liking for onions denotes a
vulgar taste, but this much despised
vegetable has many excellent qualities. It contains a large quantity of
Many

people

Linen

-

EBS WE MMLIF- WIFIF
-

ALL OTHEfi LitJEO
throughout the store, EXC E T Nemo Corsets, K ayser's Silk Gloves
and Hose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks. Toilet Go ds. Sunburst
--

Silk, Dutterick Patterns a.nd Pubictviions. eJI Threads Women's
and Children's High Shots and ev.ll Men's Shoes, at

OlJE TiiiRD OFF
Women's and Children's Low Shoes

13

OH

Everylhinfi jn Women's and Children's Low Shoes and all High While Shoes, at

OHE TiiiRB OFF

tlo Telephone Orders

Sale For Cash Only
VICTOR

WAGNER

TALKING

FOLDING

OF THE NERVES

orms of Neurasthenia Are Many, But
All Curable When Attended
To In Time.

MACHINES

EstabUaiied

S

SoutKSideRa3a

1862

Neurasthenia, or nervous prostration, has so many forms and so many
e
causes that it is one of the most
diseases a physician can be
called upon to treat. No general ruleB
can be given, each case having to be
handled on its own merits. It calls for
a psychologist rather than a
puz--lin-

Some of the many well defined
forms that neurasthenia takes have re
ceived names of their own. Among
these are agoraphobia, which shows
itself In fright when in crowded
places; monophobia, or dread of being
alone; claustraphobia, or fear of confined places; anthro phobia, or horror
of society; batophobia, or dread of
things falling from above; siderodromophobia, or fright at traveling on a
railroad train. Then there are the
forms of mental rumination In which
there is a ceaseless flow of ideas. The
brain is so abnormally active that it
produces insomnia. Arithmomania Is
the form in which the sufferer counts
Incessantly and cannot stop.
All are curable if taken In time.

Collectors.
Collectors as a rule are egotists and
thieves. They are often leading citizens in the great republic of Bores.
One man will buttonhole you In the
street while he tells you In ghastly
detail how he finally secured the autograph of the fourth governor of
Georgia. Another will describe minutely his collection of photographs of
all the women who have yet taken the
part of Carmen. We know an otherwise blameless person who collected
monograms. What one of us has not
at some time dwelt In this Arcadia?
When we were boys it was either a
collection of coins, beginning with copper cents of the United States, postage stamps, or names of locomotive
engines. How many had the foresight to keep their coins and stamps T
They were scattered, or they disappeared, together with a little book relating to adventures of Alexander
Selkirk, that book with deep green
covers and wood cuts apparently cut
with a jackknife. For it we would
now gladly exchange a complete and
luxurious set of books by any author

c

q pJiUr ol ffu

u

3HBh Mb

model."
"And
eagerly.

u

!J

.

The Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
saying that he felt no pain except in
the bruised side.
The agonizing discomfort and sense-osuffocation that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound." It has soothnr.
effect on the mucus linings, and re
lieves the gasping and ticklin? sensation in the throat and bronchia!
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cro?
Drug Store. Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

"The angleworm."
Whereupon he took down his
rule and his table of cubes and
went to work.

t

AtF&mtfF

50'000:00

Jr

y

t

To Retain Spirit of Youth.
It has been well said that "the old
boy" needs his playground quite as
much as does the young boy. He
needs it for his amusement and for his
best
More playgrounds for
s
"the old boys" means fewer
and still fewer inmates; fewer
doctors and still fewer patients; fewer
dyspeptic minds and still fewer dyspeptic stomachs ,and healthier and
happier men, women and children;
therefore, let us cherish and maintain
the playing places for the old and
young.
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J. M. Cunningham, President.

Frank Springer,

p. T.

Hoskins, Cashier.

S.

Lewis. Ass't. Cash
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Vice-Preside-
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Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

sana-torium-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

lfl

CAPITAL STOCK

Mutlii-r'-

the innseleu, enables

lrfa

hr

Driving suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will do a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and "take it easy " It can be made to knead
the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
its surroundings, and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out." Our power
is "on" every minute of the year the Electric Servant is ready for work at any time.

what is that?" they asked
two-foo-

J

IMAM

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Apparently he was uninjured, save
BROMO Quinine from a bruise in his side where he
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signa- struck a cornice while falling.
The cornice was at the bottom of
ture is on each. box. 25c. Adv.
the spire. From this he bounded into
living. Boston Herald
a maple tree near the church and
95 FOOT FALL; UNINJURED
St. Louis, July 1. Benjamin Jor- crashed through the branches to the
Cube Root of Evil.
dan, 20 years old, fell from the top ground. The tree broke the force of
They had asked the great cubist to of the cross on St.
Mary's Catholic the fall.
He
shook
paint the tragedy in Eden
church in Edwardsville, 111., today and
After being examined by physicians,
his head.
"I cannot paint the serpent," he landed on the ground, 95 feet below. Jordan walked atout the church yard,
said; "It has too many curves." Th3n
he added in a melancholy tone:
"There is but one creeping thing that
I find myself privileged to use as a

a pity inure women iio not knuw of
Taps Rubber Trees by Electricity.
Hero 1h a reiniily that softens
Friend.
tliem to expand without
A novel electrical tapper for rubber
enables
nny utriiin irpon the liKiimenN anil
In
women to (to through maternity without pain, trees Is the work of a German
nausea, momiiiK nirkneus or any of the dreaded Peru, follow iron channels, divided
bo familiar to many mothera.
There la no foolinh diet to haraaa the mind. into sections, are fitted on the tree
The thonaiits do not dwell nixin pain and
ThonmmdH of trunk, the sections containing prickfor all mich are avoided.
to the
Mimen no lonirer reslim themselves
ing devices that can be worked at
tiiongiit that sickness and distress are natural.
They know lietter, for in Motlier'a Friend they varying times by current from the
to
have found a wonderful, penetrating remedy
central station.
liantsh all those dreaded exiierienei-s- .
It Is a Butiiect every woman should be faml
A receptacle in each section catches
Mar with, mid even thnimh she may not require
the latex (plant Juice), coagulating it
uert a remedy, sue win now and then meet
mother to whom a word la With acid.
pome pros(H-eil.-The attachment may bi:
time iilioiit Miiilier s 1 rlend wilt come as a wonThtK famous
derful biessins.
remedy is sold left unvisited two or three months,
and Is only $1.cm a liottie.
by all dniifKlHtn,
and in the time 200 or 300 lumps of
It is for exiertiul use only, and it really worib
Jim weight
in KoM.
Write to day to the Itrnd-fiel- d rubber may be accumulated from r
Regulator Co.. 117 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, l&XPA
Ga., lor a most vubusble book.
Tt

snk-

w Wool Coats, Wool
Suits, Wash Suits, Parasols, Millinery, Lawns. Batistes, Dimities,

e
nitrogenous matter and uncrystalliz-ablsugar with a pungent sulphurlo
oil. If children were encouraged to
eat onions, many an illness might be
prevented, and many a doctor's bill
saved. If baby has a cold, or seems
croupy, frequent doses of onion syrup
will give wonderful relief. The syrup
Is obtained by cutting the onion into
elices, and covering each with brown
sugar, and putting one on the top of
another in a basin.
In a siiik room you cannot have a
better disinfectant than the onion. It
has a wonderful capacity for absorbing germs; a dish of sliced onions
placed In a sick room will draw away
the disease; they must be removed ag
soon as they lose their odor and be
come disc"o.ored, and be replaced by
fresh ones, For those who can take
them, a raw onion eaten just before
retiring is very beneficial It acts as
a tonic to the nervous system, purifies
the blood, helps digestion, and very
often prevents insomnia,
Family
-"TTl"w'','..i wjWr ,
Doctor, .
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IlILLIi THIS

WOMAN
TECUMSEH

HAD MUCH PAIfl

EXPEDITIO

7IIEN STANDING

IS. READY.

Tells How Lydia E.Pinkham's

EVERYTHING IN READINESS FOR
DASH TO THE POLAR
REGIONS

Vegetable Compound made
Her a Well Woman.

New Yor
July 1. Unless some
unforeseen delay
occurs the NewChippewa Falls, Wis. "I have al
foundland whaling steamship Diana ways had great confidenca in Lydia E.
wi'il pull out of her berth at the Kew ES!!:!!:S:!!!!!iiiM"::niin;iiH"!. --i i'mkham s Vegeta
ble Compound aa 1
York navy yard before the end of
found it very good
:::::::
.Vji
j
ri
with
week
this
the members of the
for organic troubles
Crocker land expedition on board.
and recommend it
The last of the stores and equipment
I had di
highly.
have been taken aboard the stanch
back
placement,
little vessel and only a few minor deache ana p,a i n s
when standing on
tails are to be arranged before the
my feet for any
ship is ready to sail on its long and
length of time, whoa
perilous voyage to the Arctic region.
I bep;an to take tl.2
The chief object of the expedition,
medicine, but I a
as already announced, is to explore in fine health now. If I ever have thona
's
Crocker land, the mountainous tups troubles again I will take Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound." r- - Mrs.
of which were seen across polar seas
816 Kigh St., Chippewa
by Peary in 1906. Other regions will Ed. Perron,
Falls, Wisconsin.
be explored southwest oi Axel
land and north of the Parry isProvidence, R. I. :"I cannot speak
too highly of Lydia E. Pinkh urn's Veglands.
etable Compound as. it lias done wons
The expedition is under the
of the American museum of nat- ders for me and I would not be without,
it. I had organic displacement and
ural history and the American Geobearing down pains and backache and
graphical society, with the
was thoroughly run down when I took
of the University of Illinois and Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comthe assistance of the United States pound. It helped me and I am in the
navy department and other federal best of health at present I work in a
factory all day long besides doing my
departments as well as many educa- housework
so you can see what it has
tional institutions.
done for me. I give you permission to
The leader of the party is Donald publish my name and I speak of your
B. MacMiilari, who accompanied Peary Vegetable Compound to many of my
on his trip to the North Pole. The friends. " Mrs. AbrIL Lawson, 126
other members of the party have Lippitt St., Providence, R. I.
been selected with particular reference to their fitness for the work as- straits, and from Pert Wilson, Hudsigned them.' They will include a son bay, by the Canadian governsurgeon, a practical navigator, a wire- ment.
Another interesting feature, in adless operator, a general mechanic, an
engineer and physicist, a geologist dition to the erection of the powerful
wireless station at Flagler bay, will
and a zologlst.
be the eBtablishmen there of a
After landing at Sydney the
station, and it is expected
will go as far as the Ice wfil
observations of scienthat
earthquake
permit, procuring on Its way dogs
for the sledges and walrus and whale tific, value will be. maae.
The expedition is equipped for
meat. It will land on the south side
three
years' stay in the polar reBache
of
peninsula, Flagler bay,
where the party will make its head- gions, with instruments for making
quarters. A powerful wlreiess sta- - observations and records in many
tion will he erected and here, under branches 'of science. A powerful
the ideal climatic conditions experi motor boat and a 'large whale boat
ments will be conducted in order to are included in the equipment,' also an
solve the important problem of di-- : apparatus ror taiung mouon pictures,,
ob- recting the Hertzian waves. The Most of the meat supplies will be
consistthe
game
cotnlng autumn and winter will be tained by hunting,
uti'iized in sledging supplies across ing of musk ox, caribou, seal, walrus,
Ellesmere land to Hanson sound and Arctic seal, narwhal and ducks.
up to Cape Thomas Hubbard at the
north end of Axel Helberg land, Surprising Cure for Stomach Trouble
W hen you have trouble with your
where the Becond base of supplies
rtomach or chronic constipation, don't
will be established.
imagine that your case la beyond help
With the return of dawn in 1914 just, because your doctor fails to give
the expedition will make a dash from you relief. Mrs. G. Steugle, Plainfield,
Axe Heiberg land acpss the sea ice X. ,T., writes, "For over a month past
with my stomto Crocker land, where the party wi'il I have been troubled
ach. Everything I ate upset it terdivide into three squads, one going
ribly. One of Chamberlain's advertisnorthward, the . second southwest-ward- , ing booklets came to me. After readand the third northeastward, ing a few of the letters from people
Into the interior of Crocker land. who had been cured by Chamberlain's
Studies will be carried on in glaciers, Tablets, I decided tos try them. I have
of a pack
sea Ice, tidal observations, soundings taken nearly
age of them and can now eat almost
and the fauna of the region.
everything that I want." For sale by
Late in the spring, before the sea all dealers. Adv.t
Ice hreaks up, the party will return
to its base and' geographical work COTTONSEEDEPS AT ASHEVILLE
will then be carried on around E'les-merAshevllle, is. C, Ju'iy 1. The anland and Grant 'land. The main nual meeting of the South Carolina
party will return to Crocker land, if Cottonseed Crushers' association bethe region proves to be what is ex gan here today with many members
pected, in the early spring of 1915, in attendance. During the three days
for additional exploration. But in session the association will listen to
case1 Crocker land does not yield work addresses by Dr. A. C. Summers of
to the extent expected and it should the department of agriculture at
not seem advisable to return to it a Washington, K. J. Watson, South Carsecond time, the second field season, olina commissioner of agriculture, and
in 1915, will be devoted to an expedi- others.
tion eastward from Ingiefield gulf to
the great summit ice car of GreenDON'T use a cough medicine conor morphine. They
land at its widest part, the work sup- taining opium
the bowels and do not
plementing that of Peary and other constipate stifle
the cough. Examine
cure, only
explorers.
the label and if the medicine conThrough the medium of wireless tains Jhese harmful opiates refuse it.
telegraphy the expedition expects to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound;
keep" in constant communication with contains no opiates, is healing and
civilzation. The wireless outfit car- soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ried by the expedition will be most
will
A
wireless equipment
complete.
The Best Medicine In the World
be installed on the sledges similar to
"My little girl had dysentery very
reand
that in the army. Sending
had. I thought she would die. Chamceiving messages will be practiced1 at berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
on
tho headquarters
Flagler bay, Remedy cured her, and I can truthwhich is about 650 miles south of the fully say that I think it is the best
medicine in the world," writes Mrs.
pole. The messages will be relayed William Orvls, Clare, Mich. For sale
Hudson
through Cape Wolstenho'ime,
by all dealers. Adv.
Finh-hnm-
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English Monocle Worn by
the Fashionable Parisienne

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT VOllli 0

1,050

VISSCHER.
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Tom Lansing and Luclle Bell were

strolling around the equestrian statue
of grand old "Tecumseh" Sherman, in
the moonlight of May. Near them
towered the granite facade of the
treasury, yonder twinkled the lights
of the White House.
"Sit there," he said. For with his
handkerchief he had switched away
the dust from a block of stone where
stood, in real bronze, one of the soldiers that, at quadrangle corners,
guard the "Leader to the Sea."
As he seated himself beside her
he said:
"When Sherman was leading his lea handsome
gion through Georgia
young captain of a cavalry regiment
had a remarkable episode. A cavalry
brigade had captured the town of
on the Chattahoochee, at the extreme left of the army, and Roswell
was simply a town of cotton and woolen factories. The exigencies of war
demanded the burning of the factories
and they were committed to the
flames, but what disposition to make
of the thousand or more pretty girls
of the confederate looms became a
serious question. Gallant old Tecumseh was equal to the occasion, however. He ordered a regiment of bold
sabreurs to the front and directed
that each trooper and officer should
take a pretty maid upon an improvised pillion, behind him on his steed.
"The girl that rode with her arms
about the waist of the handsome
young captain was the prettiest one
of the thousand, and they were nearly all remarkably pretty southern girls
who were patriotically working to
clothe the soldiers of the south
Moreover, she was of a good family
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Dr. Evans,
of Health,
p'iys: ''There is almost no relation between skin diseases and the blood." The
skin must be cured through the skin.
The serms must bp washed out, and so
enlves have Ions a ,'0 been found wortii- .
The most advanced physicians "f
tliis country are now agreed on this, iid
sire prescribing a wash of wintei yreen,
thymol and other ingredients for eczema
and all other skin diseases. This compound Is known as D.D.D. Prescription

ilO

Prescription for eczema and absolutely
Riiarantee that it win take away the
itch the. Instant you apply it...
If you are suffering' from
form of
skin trouble we would Urns any
to have
come to our store, for we have had you
the
agency of this remedy for so many
years that we can tell you all about
D.D.D. Prescription and how it cures
eczema. In fact, we are so sure of what
lUXD. will do for you that wo will be
Blad to let you have a $1 bottle on our
lor Eczema.
guarantee
it will cost you notliin
T.'r.
Holmes, the well known skin spe- unless youthat
find that it does the work
cialist writes: "I am convinced that the For that matter
a trial bottle for Tjc
T'.D.D. Prescription is as much a specific
oiijfht to be enough to absolutely prove
lor eczema
as quinine for malaria. We tne
of
merits
thft
been
remedy.
the D.D.D. remedy
for years."prescribing
Prop into our store anyway and wa
We, ourselves vouch for the D.D.D, will tell you ail about tbia great remedy.
K. D. GOODALL, E. Las Vegaa, N. M.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demon- -'
strator show you
Las Vegas AufomeSiila
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Capital,

Paris society ladies are now wearing the English monocle. The fad Is
cure to be taken up at once by the American society leaders, who have
waited long for the opportunity of cultivating this distinctly English habit.

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits
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Afi the hands on that side Of the
table are put under It, while the leader passes the buttons to some one on
hie side, or keeps it, misleading the
other side as to Its place by talk and
actions. The opposite leaders orders
hands up. All hands on the button
side must be laid on the table, palms
down, the button under one of them.
All must help, by actions and words,
to keep the secret of the button's hidinger.

Each Took a

Pretty

Maid.

of Georgia and had held some sorl
of official position la one of the fac
tories of Roswell.
"Of course. Don't you know I was
born in Marietta?" questioned Lucie

Bell.
"Yes, I know," returned Tom Lan
sing. "But this was many years be
fore you were born."
"A young woman who stood at the
gate to the beautiful grounds I told
you of, watching with amused face the
passing regiment of double riders,
when she naw the young captain and
his charge, rushed screaming between
fright and joy, toward them,, and then
something happened. The captain's
horse plunged and reared, and the
young officer adroitly lifted the maiden to the ground and to the arms of
her cousin, the young woman who had
come from the gate. But other of the

horses taking, contagiously, the fright,
plunged against him, and rider and
horse fell among rough-shohoofs.
"Quickly the spot was cleared, but
th young captain was taken up, unconscious, and by direction of the two
girls was borne to the grand house
among the trees and roses.
The young captain happened to be
known and loved by General Sherman,
who sent his own staff surgeon to attend the injured officer.
'There were days of anxiety for
those about the young captain. He
was long unconscious and then followed a fever. The left arm, with
which he had so gallantly saved the
girl from among the trampling horses,
was broken and cut, but youth and a
good cftnstitution triumphed at last,
and shortly after Sherman had started on his march to the sea, Capt. Tom
Lansing and Lucie Gill, his bride,
the girl he had brought from Roswell behind him, and who had nursed
him through his fight with death,
had arrived at Lansing's home, in autumn, on the shady banks of the
river Des Plalnes."
"Tom
Lucie almost
Lansing!"
screamed. "Why that's your name!
And Lucie Gill that's my name
Lucie Gill Bell. My father had a
cousin named Lucie Gill whom he
loved so much that he named me for
her, but he died when I was a baby
and of course never told mejf her
,
history."
"She was my mother. I am the
only son and youngest of five children."
"Then you and I are kin."
"Yes, but very far removed, I am
thankful."
"I don't aea why you are so exultant about the distance of our relationship. I'm just as good as you are,
Tom Lansing."
"A thousand times better, little girl.
But I am glad we are not near of kin
because I want you to be my wife "
"Lift me up," she said, "until I can
kiss the bronze lips of that old Invader."
"Can't do that," he said, "hut I will
be old Tecumseh'a proxy for once."
Dully Starr Tub. Oo.)
(Coryr!eht
d

cja
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-place.

The opposite leader tries to discover
it, watching faces and consulting with
his helpers. His object is to order up
one hand after another turned over
and taken from the table without uncovering the button. Jokes, tones,
laughs, glances, any means, may be
used to discover the button or to throw
Button Party.
the hunters off the scent. Only the
"Come and 'buttin" at our button opposite leader can order up a hand.
party on Saturday night at eight;"ed The hands still down when the button
thus the invitation ran that "Polly-rushshows are counted for the button side,
In to show me.
scored, and the button crosses the
She said they were going to hare a table.
button hunt Just like the peanut hunts
are carried out, and the hostess told
A Dry Goods Contest.
her she was making bags of ribbon to
Here is a stunt to try next time yon
put the buttons in and that each per- want a contest. It Is especially good
son could keep the bag for a souvenir. to use at a thimble party. These are
The hostess gave her this little con- the directions as given by the hostess
test, for me; ehe is going to ask the after she had passed the cards and
questions and write down herself who pencils. "Firet write on the card the
answers the most questions. The list of words I read off to you and then
when I say 'what do you consider tho
prizes are to be a set of
shirtwaist buttons, a box of collar but most appropriate kind of cloth or trim'
tons.
ming for the people listed on your
BUTTON,
BUTTON, WHO'S GOT cards to buy?' let your answer consist
of one word that will describe either
THE BUTTON?
How should a blind man's buttons the fabric or the pattern or the color
be made? With eyes.
of suitable clothing for the personages
on your cards, and the reply must reWhat is it that goes around
fer directly to the occupation of its
tin'? A goat.
What kind of buttons should a He- wearer."
brew wear? Jew-eleFollowing Is the complete list, and
Of what should a "masher's" but sward a prize to the one who answers
tons be made? Rubber.
best or the most according as you
What kind of buttons would a con- wish to decide:
The artist should dress in canvas.
vict like to wear? Cut steel.
The gardener In lawn.
What kind of buttons are appropriate for a sexton? Bone.
The dairyman in cheesecloth.
The editor in print.
What kind of buttons are the same-aa girl's name? Pearl.
The banker in checks.
Of what should an agent's buttons
The hunter in duck.
be made? Brass.
The dressmaker in haircloth.
Of what ehould a hunter's buttons
The Scotchman in plaids.
be made? Gun metal.
The prisoner In stripes.
The government official in red tape.
I must add two games with buttons
The architect in blueprint.
that children enjoy, and I am rather
The minister in broadcloth.
certain that they would be good for
The jeweler in cotton.
grownups, too. The first Is called
The undertaker in crepe.
"King's Buttons," it is played, upon a
The barber in mohair. (Does he not
long drawn out dining room table covered with a blanket. First you have mow hair?)
MADAME MERRI.
to make the King's Button Brigade by
taking three brass buttons, three black
ones and three white ones, with eyes
Wraps Made From Shawl.
The season for short evening wraps
or ehanks in the back, twist wire hairpins into the eyes to make legs, and Is the psychological moment for the
stick in corks for feet. Stand the woman who possesses one of the handbrass "men" nearest the end of ths some fringed Chinese crepe shawls to
table, then the blackies, then th get it out and have it made into a
whites. Each player has ten chance stunning wrap. The priceless shawl
to hit the men with a large marbl need not bo cut to do this. All that i3
rolled from the other end of the tabla necessary is to take a loop in one
The white men knocked clswn count1! edge to form a Capuchin hood or eling
five, the black ten and the brass fif- drapery, and the shawl will then adteen. Count is kept on cards, and &n just itself most gracefully on tho
assistant stays at tho lower end of th (shoulders, falling In just tho right
tahle to set up the men and return th way. If it is a very large shawl, turn
marble.
This is really good fun, trf down one edge several inches
it. The next pastime has no name,
making the sling loop, allou-itisout is played this way:
the fringe to fall on the outer Mdf
Seat a row of players on each s!;l of the wrap, of course. A clasp of
of the long table, with each row's lead- some sort should be set at the front,
er in the middle. A button as large high on the left front, the oppt.s'te
us a fifty-cepiece is given one lead side of the shawl being lifted to tW
fastening In soft, graceful wanner.
.
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OCYSTAL BUTTER
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
If it maj be termed a science
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with fruit and itself but that, In 5f years, all the
tree and grain, and made of Gettys- scars of that frightful battle and the
ESTABLISHED 1879
burg jthe nation's most hallowed spot, whole terrible conflict have been
dedicated 'VWilh Lincoln's words and healed, and that in the space of half
blood: to the perpetuity of a govern- a century, short as nations' lives are
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measured, the men who wore the
ment of,' uy and for the people.
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more
There is infinitely
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significant
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of
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peace and fraternity, standebration than the mere meeting
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and
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by
the
ing
of
EDITOR the survivors
M.iM. PADGETT
no
posted sentinels to guard
federates on1 'a field of peace. Rightly face,
murpr attack,
all
of
that
surprise
against
vita'i
viewed, the
meaning
took place when Lee crossed the Po- derous cannon to belch forth death
tbnaa'c is not the result or the mighty and grief, no rattle of musketry to
tree-top- s
battle that was fought. That was mock the growing grain and the
:
with
filled
song,
ensign
every
pre-Harper's" Ferry
Entered at the postofflce at East foreordained.
furled and above all one flag waving
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- destined the outcome of every appeal in
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to
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mission through the United States to arms from Sumter
all
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have
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One of the most profoundly interwas
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received a gold medal of honor- - for
his exploit, an honor which should
have been conferred on every survivor of Bigelow's battery which was
sacrificed to gain time For Hancock
to form and fill out a new line.
While this was in completion a
southern regiment, the advance of the
:
successful
confederatesbrigade,
charged, heading for the break in
the union line. The First Minnesota,
Colonel William Colville, reduced in
numbers and lacking two companies
detached on special duty, were ordered to charge the advancing line.
They obeyed, and with only 262 men
and officers, broke the charge, passing through and beyond the first regiment and turned and made their way
out again, reforming and opening fire
on their astonished opponents, and
finally regaining their old position,
but with a loss of 217 men aTTS officers, out of 262, the heaviest relative loss on record In any war of any
o
country. "The Story of the Battle of
Editor Wilson is calling attention to Gettysburg," Charles Winslow Hal'i,
in National Magazine for July.
the sanitary condition of our county
jail. Wilson is right and his course
should be approved by everyone who
Judge W. A. Palmer and Engineer
has humanitarian sympathies. Our E. A. Ritter were in town yesterday
jail should be displaced by a modern on business connected with the constructure if men are to be held in it struction of the Hammond-Farmingtofor an indefinite period of time.
canal. It now seems certain that the
Farmington
work will be done this summer. This
will bring much new land into use and
a goodly quantity of it will be adjaMILITARY DEVOTi.ON
On the second day of the battle of cent to Farmington if a bridge is put
Gettysburg the advance of Sickles' across the San Juan. Farmington
corps to the Peach orchard, considerably in advance of the general
line, brought on a desperate anil long CONGRESS ON SCHOOL HYGIENE
All the leading nations, every state
continued contest, during which
planted his batteries which in the union, every college and uni- poured shell and canister on the con- versity of note in this country, and
federate flank, until Sickles' line was various other leading educational,
pushed back. Then ail the batteries scientific, medical and hygienic instiexcept Bigelow's Ninth Massachu- tutions and organizations, as well as
setts were taken out of action and various women's organization's, will
hurried to fill a gap in Hancock's be represented at the fourth interua-- j
battle line. Bigelow Deing' left with- tiona'l congress on school hygieno in
out supports to delay the southern Buffalo, August
according to a
advance as long as possible, and hav- preliminary statement Just is3iie1,.iby
ing lost 80 horses out of 88, 28 men Dr. Thomas A. Storey of the College
and three out of four officers, killed' of the City of New York,,
or wounded, retired his guns by pro- general of the congress.
Woodrow Wilson, as president of
longs for nearly half a mile, firing
of
two
atil
the United States, has accepted the
canister at every haw,
the six guns were jumped by- - the honorary office of patron of the conremnant of their horses over a stone gress. The president of the congress
wall and made their way to join the is C. W. Eliot, one time president of
,
brigade under the command of a lieu- Harvard university. The vice presi-tenant. Captain Bigelow, then sup- dents are Dr. William H. Welch, the
posed to be mortally wounded, was great pathologist of Johns Hopkins
mounted on a horse by Bugler Charles university, formerly president of the
association, and
W. Reed and a sergeant, and was led American Medical
by Reed through a Swarm of confed- Dr. Henry P. Walcott, president of
erates, who chivalrously spared the the recent international congress of
boy and his wounded commander as hygiene and demography, and' chairthe guns of man of the Massachusetts state board
they rode straight-fotheir own brigade aboftt to open fire of health.'
It is the aim of the organizing comon the advancing enemy. Passing between the fire of two guns, the fugi- mittee in charge to bring together at
tives escaped and Captain Bigelow Buffalo a record number of men and
recovered. Bugler C. W. Reed is now women Interested in improving the
living, a veteran artist in Boston, and health and efficiency of school chil-

their open shelves, their emphsjs upon deprtments for the children, the
blind, and special classes of all sorts,
and their 'Yankee advertisements, by
circulars, book lists,' and newspapers,
for a large patronage. Chicago libiaautomo16
month
a
ago
rians boasted
bile delivery wagons, each covering 45
miles daily, the use of stores and fac
tories as distributing ceters, and a.
general activity that circulates 4,000,000
books yearly. ' New York City does
even better in some way. Existence
for the people, into the cultured few,
is the foremost trait of our libraries
not the fact that we have three of
the ten largest collections of books,
or 34 more libraraies of 100,000 volumes than France, or 44 more than
England. This kind of education by
books is approached abroad only by
the greater number of sixpenny or
editions of standard works.
Chicago Tribune.
'
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station at Ampere. N. J., thay have
caught a glimpse of a group of neat
and orderly factory buildings, set
amid 25 acres of well kept 'lawns,
flower beds, shrubbery and big shade
trees, and all surrounded by a
mile girdle of pink rambler roses In
Here and there sprays
full bloom.
of honeysuckle contest for supremacy
with the roses, but the yellow
soms are hopelessly outnumbered'.
The attractive appearance of this
industrial plant, which Is owned and
operated by the Crocker-Wheele- r
company,,, manufacturers of electrical
commachinery, is an interesting
mentary on the present attitude of
most progressive corporations toward
the general public. This particular
company evidently regards it as a
duty to the community as well as to
itself to have its works present a
clean orderly aspect, and even an at
tractive one, so far as this is possible in a manufacturing establishment.
The self respect. of the company has
unquestionably had a good effect
upon the surrounding community, far
different from the usual demoralizing
influence of large manufactories. And
it is pleasant to know that many a
home around Ampere Is graced by
the same rambler roses, which have
grown from slips cut from the parent
vines about this unique gardei factory.

dren, and to make this congress the
first of its kmd ever neld la Amer- ica one of distinct benefit to each
A program' of
individual community.
is npw being
discussions
and
papers
arranged covering the entire field ofhygiene. There will be scien-

half-sch0-

tific exhibits representing Ithe best
that is being done in school hygiene,
and also commercial exhibits of eau- value.
Nor will the entertainment of dele-- ;
gates in any way be neglected. Buffalo has just subscribed M0,000 to- ward covering the expenses of the
congress. The Buffalo citizens comof
mittee has planned for a series
social events, including receptions
and, a grand ball, a pageant in the
park, and excursion trips, to the great
industrial plants, and to the scenic
wonders of Niagara ua'ils.
The congress Is open to all per
sons Interested in school hygiene who
may Join as regular active members
unon the payment of a $5 fee. Ap
plication for membership should' be
sent to Dr. Thomas A. Storey, College of the City of New York, New
York City.

blos-cation-
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Dr. Boyd, president of the state uni
versity at Albuquerque came in Frida-and remained over until Mondy, working in the interest of his institution.
On Sunday morning he occupied the
Presbyterian pulpit in the absence of
Rev. Jackson, and Sunday night he
addressed a union service in the Me
thodist church. The university is be
Ing ereatly strengthened under Dr.
Boyd'fl able: management and will,
from now on be a university in fact
as well as In name. An important
step in the school work is the addi
tion of a chair of sociology with an
exceptionally able man in charge.
Farmington
'

,

INDIANA TO PACiFiC kuTO TOUR
Indianapolis, Ind., July 1. What

promises to be the most successful
as well as the longest automobile touj
ever conducted in America was started from this city today, with San
Francisco and Los Angeles as the
orobjective points. The tour was
Automobile
Indiana
the
ganized by
Manufacturers' association. Among
the entries are upwards of a score
Of the
mflTlV
nn.a i unvaaontinor
tiiP naip
iji iyui..."o
route
The
makes.
leading American
y
to
the
tour
the
for
out
mapped
St.
in
Louis,
lflc Orovides for stops
Kansas City, Topeka, Denver, Grand
juncti0n, Colorado Springs, Salt Lake
Clty ogden, Reno, Carson City and
From the last named
gan
city tne tourists will proceed "south
t ,
Angeles, touching at Del
Monte, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and several other places.

,

Times-Hustler-
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FACTORY EMBOWERED IN ROSES
Have you ever seen a large and

j

Pa-bus-

j

manufacturing plant almost
completely embowered in roses?
Not a very usual combination, need-- ;
less to say. Factories are usually
associated in one's mind with ugly
1
buildings and gaunt chimneys belch-ins smoke and soot amid a desolaand
ashes
scrap heaps.
tlofi of grime,
During the past week,, however,
commuters on the Montclalr branch
of the Delaware, "Lackawanna &
FOR AMATEUR GOLF TITLE
Western 'railroad have been treated
of
demonstration
attractive
a
to
Toronto, Ont, July 1. The
very
the fact thrf a manufacturing plant ic;t;iiiu annual tournament of the Ro- need n0.t necessarily be an eyesore yal Canadian Golf association, to de- .
an a hint on the landscape. Twice Cluo
.u. Ulc fUUIillil" omolnnr
niuuivu. rhnmniniithe
on
have
the
a flay, as their trains
passed
ship", opened auspiciously today
the Toronto Golf Club. The
of
links
r .
l
finals in the tournament will be. reached Saturday. The winner will .receive the association gold medal emThe Antiseptiepowder stintrn lata
The
tne stioes ine simum
of the championship.
blematic
the feel for a auarter
edy lor .in.aoo
testimonials. Sold Earl Grey championship trophy will
everywhere, Z5C ftampie moa.
of the winner's
Address. Allen S. Olmsted. LeRoy.N V. remain in the custody
Tfc lilaa who pul the EEs in FEET. club for the year.
;
i
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$15 to $20 WOMEN'S
:
TAILORED SUITS
During our July Clean Sweep Sale we
offer our complete stock of Suits,
worth $15 to $20, your choice

Ready-to-We-

i-

-i.

MPfyl

g

uu

jt""

-

Garments Go at Less Than Manufacturer's Cost.

ar

$22.50 to $27.50 WOMEN'S
TAILORED SUITS
Palmer and Redfern garments offered at Half Price. Our stock must
oe reduced. Your choice

The quality of our merchandise has never been disputed. Every garment offered in this

July Sale comes up to the well known Bacharach standard

$9.68

$11.98

If you are contemplating buying a suit, coat, dress, pair ol shoes, or anything else, don't buy until you see our line and get our prices
'

The time has come for us to make- room for fall stocks
Another year has rolled around. ,;Tlie great, fourth is almost at hand.
which wiU begin to arrive in a short time. We are placing our big stock on sale at unheard of prices. We solicit your patronage

fltT

?

par en

Specials of Interest to Thrifty People
Silk Gloves
Ladies' Lisle Hose, per
$2 Silk Hose, per pair
?1.23 Silk Hose, per pair
.50

25c Gauze Uiidervents for
65c Ribbed

women

--

.

Union

.

EOo

16c

Suits, for

..48c

30c Sateen Linings,
$1.23 and $1.50 Middy Blouses
OFF ALTj WOMEN'S
3G-i- n

22c

waists

49e
98s

9s

Unbleached Toweling, yd

Good Goods Makes Our'9 a Safe

Trading Place

OFF

98o

63c Short Silk Glove:
10 yards best Dress Gingham

120

14

'Our Prices Always as Cheap as Others Have Been Reduced From

1

women

........

-

.,

.,

,

...

ALL.

$30 to $42.50

$U4'

A

pair39o

and beet suits. None reserved.
Your choice for

$1.49

98o

$14.59

WASH DRESSES

n
Telephone anct
Solicited

MTHE

25o

Ordert

.

to

7

''.

STORE

OF

Quality'

WHAT WE DO
Blouse Waists
Iron Ciad Hose, pair
Boys' Suspenders,
Boys' Caps, all sizes,

.65c Boys'
25c
25c
50c

--

49c

$1.25

19C

50c

eaeh.39c

Florsheim Oxfords

OFF ALL BOYS' SUITS

65c Boys' Union
33c Boys' Union

Suits, each
Euits, each

49c

390
16C

for Men.$2.99

OFF ALL .MEN S UNDERWEAR

50c

26c

One Special Lot of Boys' Oxfords We

Otter at
Oft
(Broken Sizes)

gsc

Ties

25c Men's Sox, all colors
5

4

Shirts for Men
Four-in-Han- d

19c

Silk Sox Supporters, Boston38o

25c Linen Handkerchiefs for Men.13c
OUR MOTTO

4

V,

,

1-- 2

5

C5c, 75c and 83c Fancy Ribbon, yd.49c
8c
15c Berated Talcum Powder
10c
value,
4 Carmen Hair Nets,

for

Women's Tailored Suits
fine collection of our very latest

u

.,

QUALITY

PRICE SELLS
TELLS.

AND

e.LasVegas.
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CAL.

PERSONALS
came iu
T. J. Hoffman
this afternoon for a short business vis-- t
it in this city.
W. G. Williams of El Paso came In
j
I last night for a few days business
j visit in Las Vegas.
O. D. Gephart left last
night for
Chicago where he will remain for a
few weeks on a short vacation.
' Miss ilarie Mann left this aftor- noon for
Denver, where she, will
spend two weens with friends.
W. J. Stehle, representative for the
Morris Packing company, is in the
city on his weekly business visit.
Richard Dunn and Bert Adam? of
Gascon came in this morning for a
few days' business visit In Las Veof VVatrous

DESERT

IS AGED

WITHOUT ITS
OA

VETERAN

SLUMBER 0

S

IIEIIPZ

VICTORS OVER
ITTCMC

FIELDS

MOST

ALL THE TOWNS ALONG
THE, DESERT HAVE GONE

ARE

1

DRY

''

semi-annuall-

LATE
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS
AT GAME PLAYED TO FAIR CROVD
GETTYSBURG CAUSES DIS- ON THE ELKS ALLEYS LAST
NIGHT
COMFORT

San Bernardino, Cal., July
Mojave desert has gone dry for the
first time in its history. The desert
is minus the saloons
which, 'ike
oases, dotted the sandy stretch for
distance of 200 miles.

ft

DEPOSITS

made in our saving's department draw interest at the rate of four
per cent, per
'

MEM

i

'''

annum-compoun-

1

H
l

ded

,.. We believe that business
goes where it is invited ancj that It abides where it is well treated.
:
Your business is cordially invited.

Ij

.

PEOPLES
CAPITAL

- .nr
mm 4Ufc
riP
ft
ft? gp
The bowling game that was played
Gettysburg, July 1. Fifteen thou
sand veterans of the war between the last night on the Elks' alleys resulted
!1
states sat in the heat of the big tent in favor of the Henriquez team which
on the Gettysburg battlefield today defeated the Wittens
127
by
pins.
mi
and joined in the ceremonies of the The game was fast and attended by
cele- a fair crowd.
first day of the
Witten was honored
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
bration. Doctors of the regular army with the high score for the evening
New York,'
1. The stock marout at midnight, Need'ies being the the
Pennsylvania department of health with 502 to his credit. The scores
TODAY'S BASEBALL ket during theJuly
last
few days convinced
only desert town still supporting sa- - L and the Red Cross looked with
appre- were as follows:
gas.
The licenses for that place
loons.
traders today that it was easier to put
Uo'i.,
hension
the
that
Lowe
Denver,
Team
crowd,
oj
upon
Miss Mary
fearing
Henriquez
were renewed before the county sustocks down to put them up, and the
some of the old and feeble men who
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Total
National League,
returned to her home yesterday after
to
decided
market received little support most of
"dry
suddenly
pervisors
relatives
with
visit
.143 178 158
Pittsburgh at Chicago; cloudy
479
a several weeks
jammed the aisles, climbed over seats Henriquez
nn" th Molave country.
the
morning. Except for the court's
St. Louis at Cincinnati; clear.
143 171 171
trled hard to look comfortable In Nolette
484
here.
The hottest day of the year mark-)anof the Harriman dissolution
Holapproval
for
New
de-oYork at Philadelphia; clear.
GAME
f O'Mailey
Leo Lujan left last nfgnt
a temperature of more than 100
118 101 122
341
ed the avent of the "dry- - rule, some
which apparently was dismissed
plan,
there
will
remain
Boston
and
at
N.
clear.
M.,
77 117 109
303
Nahm
Brooklyn;
land,
the desert towns reporting 120 erees, might collapse.
as- a market factor,
there was no
for the coming few weeks on busi106 11
109
330
Colonel J. M. Schoonmaker, chair- Danziger
degrees.
In
the
domestic
hcange
situation.
American
ness.
TRYING TO PREVENT AMERICAN
League.
Ju'iy 1. Although the man of the Pennsylvania battle anniChicago,
Cable advices told of renewed disturb' Charies Rieiand came in last night
at
clear.
Chicago
Detroit;
58G
ATHLETES FROM GOING TO
682 6631937
heat wave was broken last night anniversary celebration commission, preances in the Balkans and there wa3
Cleveland at St. Louis; cloudy.
from his home at Wagon Mound for the government thermometer indicat- sided. Governor Tener of Pennsylva
ENGLAND
Witten Team
some apprehension that the state of
New
at
clear.
Philadelphia
a few days business visit in Las ed 79
York;
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Total
degrees "today, ten additional nia welcomed the veterans and Secreaffairs
abroad might result in a new
Washington at Boston ; clear.
Vegas.
If James E. Sullivan really had any141
ISO
181
502
deaths were reported to the coroner tary of War Garrison followed with Witten
drain of gold from this country. Bonds
C. W. Moss, a well known business
114 132 200
446 thing to do with preventing the trip
this forenoon of persons previously the oration of the day. Then came Johnson
were Bteady.
American Association.
man of Ei Paso, came in last night
.121
183
421 planned by Robinson, the star Mer- 117
Rosenthal
stricken.
B.
Alfred
addresses
Beers,
Judge
by
'
in
Las
St.
Prices moved up steadily i;i the
'visit
at
Paul
for a short business
Minneapolis; ciear.
61
62
A north wind and show- of Bridgeport, Corin., commander-in- 76
199 cersburg sprinter, to Europe, this sumStern
Chicago
'
Kansas
hours of the afternoon. Gains
at
early
City
Milwaukee;
Vegas.
cloudy.
ers brought relief from Chicago's rec- chief of the Grand Army of the Re- Dr. Shaw
58
It is
89
242 mer, he is to be congratulated.
95
of a point or more over yesterday's
Louisville
at
Mr. and Mrs. John Caddagon left ord
Toledo;
clear,
inbreaking hot spell tarly today. public, and General Bennett H Young
high time that some authority was
Columbus at Indianapolis; cloudy close were recorded in the Harimans.
this afternoon for Denver, where The thermometer
dropped 2 0 de of Kentucky, grand commander of the
526 615 6691810 voked to prevent college and school
Coppers and coalers with the rally
they will be on a short visit with grees in a few hours and the return United Confederate Veterans.
athletes from campaigning throughout
Western League.
from the lowest reading 2 to ZVs
rolatives.
of a seasonable temperature was wet
the British Isles, and while nominally
The rush of yetera'is who are leav- ANTI-HORSat
Denver
in some instances.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell left this' a'f: corned
Wichita;
cloudy.
points
who
....j
Inability
citizens
E
by Chicago's
THIEF
clean amateurs are picking up all the
Lincoln at Tppeka; cloudy.
to dislodge long stocks on the opening
ternoon for Kansas City, where,, he have swealtered; for nearly a week ing after an experience of several
can
excess
money
get
expense
they
Des Moines at St Joseph; cloudy. raid
hours in, camp is ao great that special
v. ns called by the serious illness of
impelled covering in all quarters
In the longest' hot spell ever recordtheir hands on:'-- ' This is. not said to
trains-armade n;- for rheir acHERE
ASSOCIATION
being
Ms mother.
a
June.
for
Satisfactory
reports cf crop condiin
the city history
ed
Intimate that Robinson or his coach,
commodation. Some of these have bewith ;the
tions by the government expects were
H. Murray, connected
Revised records of the death toll
James Curran, had any Improper mo
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL
Great ,White Way Shows company, of the Intense heat of yesterday come ill because of the heat and lack
supplemented by news of rain in sectives in planning this trip. But the
A.
ORGANIZER
G.
A.
in
OF
the
accommodations
of
TANTON,
camp.
great
"
':fi
came In last night from Kansas City brought the total to 50.
tions where the crops were in a criticNational League
fact remains that every American who
H. T. A. IS IN LAS
Others are Pennsylvaniana who had
to 'join the company here.
al state. Western railroad stocks imAt
New
Stephen Maxlovitz, stricken by ,the b'eeti
York
Philadelphia
tl;
makes such a trip brings himself and
VEGAS
here since last week attending
' ": ?"
Louis A. Frank left this .afternoon heat yesterday," died today, bringing
e
mediately rose,
be- Philadelphia, 10.
,
discredit'
American
athletics
into'
Pennwill
the
of
N.
the
he
where
M,.
annual'encampment
for Holland,
All grades of refined sugar weer adthe list of dead from the heat for the
At
Cincinnati
CincinSt.
Louis, '7;
former
I
G. A, Tanton, state organizer for cause of the actions of the
remain for the coming few months week up to 51. The temperature this sylvania department of the G. A. R.
vanced 5 cents a hundred pounds to4.
nati,
Thief association, who American athletes.
the
on a ranch near Holland'.
forenoon was 79, nineteen degrees un- Less than 300 men are in the hospital
At Brooklyn Boston, 9; Brooklyn, day.
'
Mr. Sullivan and his associates on
camp, most of them suffering from in has been In the city for a few days
Rev.J. M. Imhof, pastor of the der yesterday's maximum.
The. market closed strong. More
Christian church, left this afteruoo.i
testinal complaint due to uncautious in the interest of the association, re- the American Olympic committee have
was given to the late upward
impetus
At
Chicago
12;
Pittsburg.
Chicagp,,
t
ports that a branch was instituted' at tried various means to prevent such
for Santa Fe, where he will attend
Nevel 'Hines left today for his home eating.
movement
in prices when the demand
and that one will tours, but without much success. One 2.
the Sunday school contention.
Despite efforts of the regular army Onava yesterday
at Chicago where he will visit his reto stocks whic hcommonly
extended
Another suggestion most favorably received
assessor, latives fo"r the coming two months.
M. A. Sanchez, county
to do impossible things, thousands of be organized here today
do not figure jrominently In speculaAmerican League
will be organized at Waterous Wed- and which mayyet be put into force
returned last
and Placida Beltran
on
the
Leo
veterans
Bertie
Gettysspent
night
Misses Edith Flaiz and
At Boston Washington, 3; Boston tive movments. Shores In which, the
on is that of exacting a promise from all
night from Sanchez, where they have nard left this' afternoon, as delegates', burg field with nothing between them nesday and one at Mineral Hill
short. Interest is said to be large were
1.'
;;..,.' 'f;,:,
men selected for the American Olym
been on a short business visit.
from the Christian church, to attend and the stars bu their clothes and Friday.
the strongest, particularly Union
e
is
At
4.
Thief
association
Detroit
The
6;
Detrtoit,
of
Chicago,
will
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Montague
pic team that they
participate ir
the Sunday school convention at Saia-- i their courage and nothing between a
which, sold mora
than three
At St.
3; ,St.
protective league, its object being no meets after the holding of tije
Chicago are in the city visiting rela- ta Fe.
them and the hard earth4 but a little
above
lowest.
its
poitns
order.
2.
and
law
of
inforcement
the
for
The will remain in this
tives.
games except such as are managed pr Louis,
Mrs.. J. Lowe of Albuquerque Jen .more of the same thing.
The market closed as follows:
At New York Philadelphia, 6; New
It is hoped that the branch to be' es- sanctioned by members of the OUnpio
city for the coming few weeks and this afternoon for that place after
It was not tha fault of the regulars
'
65
beneAmalgamated
a
will
Copper
0.
tablished here
big
prove
are
committee. This, of course, would York,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Z. W.
having ben. the guest of hec son, and it was;not the fault of the veter- fit and will have,. a tendency to end
Sugar
i07y3
control only members of the Olympic
Montague.
James R. Lowe of this citv for the ans. The railroads poured thousands
Atchison
9C
different
Western League
Judge H, L. Waldo, attorney for past few days. Mrs. Lowe will leave into Gettysburg the best they could certain troubles among the
hut it would do away with the
team,
Tanton
Mr.
here
reFrom
Reading
ranchmen.
..ISSVj
At Sioux City Omaha, 7; Sioux
the Santa Fe Railway company,
Albuquerque soon for Canada where but train after train that was looked will go to Socorro county, where he practice followed by some Americans
Southern Pacific
94
5.
turned last night from ChKago, where she will visit relatives for' several
City,
at
Stock1912
after
the
midgames
Olympic
"near
in
came
for early,
crawling
Union Pacific
147
has a number of branches to
business
lie has been on a short
At
St.
Dos
St.
tour
"
a
4;
Joseph
holm
of
Joseph,
throu.Rhqut
making
months.
They kept
night and afterwards.
United States Steel
E3
visit.
Airs. H. L. Wilson of Cincinnati coming from that hour until long afEurep. It would be quite as easy for Moines, 1.
United
States
103
Mrs. Emma Canter of Ocate left
Steel,
pfd
locame in this afternoon end will
colleges and schools to prevent these
ter daybreak and shortly after breakthis afternoon for her home at that cate in Las Vegas for the present.
trips
by their athletes.
fast
the
rush
CLFllENCY
began
again
ASKED
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
place after having been a visitor- in
T. Ji Ward of Fresno, Cal., left
person who knows anything
Any
Major Normoyle, of the quartermasChicago,
Las Vegas with friends for the past this afternoon for his home at FresJuly 1. Wheat eased off
about the condition of athletics in Engter's department, who has the pulse of
National League ;
on
account
of lower tempera
few days.
today
FOR
SWIIACBN land, Scotland and Ireland itnovs that Club
no after having been a visitor in Las the vast camp under his fingeri, did
Won Lost Pet tures and because of
P. J. Ward, formerly a well knowp
light showers In
it is possible for an alleged Emateur, New York
Vegas with relatives for the past
40
23
.635 the
states. Resting orders
resident of this city, left this after- two weeks. Mr. Ward came here not go to bed at all and his little force
croy
spring
End
if he has sufficient reputation
38
of army kept himcompany.
22
.633 to
Philadelphia
noon for his home in Los Angeles
buy at moderate decline however
FRIENDS OF LAS VEGAS EDITOR skill, to make enough excess expense
from Fresno to attend the wedding
out
.
34
.557
27
blankets,
pointed
provided
They
with
Brooklyn
visit
two
weeks'
checked
Cal., after a
HIS
last
any pronounced weakness.
SECURE
occurred
TO
TRYING
which
of his sister,
money competing there to pay the ex Chicago
34
tents and did all they could to satis32
.515
relatives here.
lower to ya up
started
September
RELEASE
wee.
to
from
and
Engpenses of his voyage
30
35
.462 at 89
fy the veterans that everything would
Pittsburgh
Miss Florence. Heller of Leaven
to 90 and sagged to 89. Tlie
land to support himself comfortably St. Louis
be all right this morning. This war.
.424 close was firm at S9
38
...2S
?4 for Sepworth, Kan., is in the city for a two
Edward Chacon, a brother of F. M. while there. England Is full of unsemicen
the
37
of
the
Boston
.413
first formal day
...26
weeks' stay and visit with friends.
DON'T use a cough medicine contember, a net loss of
editorial writer of La Voz scrupulous managers who offer well
Chacon,
41
.379
Cincinnati
...25
She is the guest of Misses Gertrude taining opium or morphine. They tennial celebration. Although Bufaord del
to
September corn opened 4
Pueblo, published in this city, is known athletes big expense money,
rmiHtinnte the bowels and do not and Wheeler had a skirmish near GetVz lower at 61
and Minnie Kohn.
to 6262
held
and
in
a
Examine
Albuquerque
which
petition
circulating
iusuall ythrough a manager, and
only stifle the cough.
American League,
tysburg 50 years ago yesterday it was
Rev. J. S. Moore left this afternoon cure,
at those figures for a time. The closo
the .label and. if the medicine con on
asking that executive clemency oe m realJty la paying him for his
which
the
battle
Club
that
Won Lost Pet. was firm' with
began
will
remain
it.
for tainslhese harmful opiates refuse
for Santa Fe where he
net
.Jly:l
September
was
who
the writer,
recently eUc competition,
.
jnethod
.73S lower at
...48 -- 17
a few days attending an important Foley's Honey and Tar Compound forced the UnioVtroopa out of Ge'fjs-burgPhiladelphia
D. J. Leahy
to
athJudge
by
is
an
jail
for
ly pUrsue(j ln England
is healing and
42
28
.6,10
Cleveland
meeting that is being held in the capl-to- l contains no opiates,
September oats started VsQM to
for contempt of court. The petition lete to take a trip through the counand Red
O. G. Schaefer
M. Shoemaker, chairman
soothing.
39
.540 off at 42 to 42 (a.
32
Colonel
J.
week.
Chicago
this
but recovered to
city
McDonald.
Governor
to
Adv.
is
araddressed
Cross Drug Store.
try. He starts from London and
32
of the Pennsylvania Gettysburg com.37
.OuO 401 ffsgr
W. G. Ogle and Ed Comstock 'left
Washington . .
and
relatives
several
that
is
said
It
of
a
number
in
to
ranges
participate
34
30
.531
Boston ... .'.
mission, was the presiding officer for
this morning on the limited for SanProvisions developed firmness owing
friends of Chacon are circulating pe meets between there and Edinburp.
28
44
.3S9 to
Detroit
ta Fe, where they will remain for
today's meeting in the big tent and
lightness of the hog run here md
clem
to
secure
in
an
ex
titions
attempt
Sometimes he is able to get his
28
46
.378 west.
St. Loui3
the coming few days attending tho NEGRO HOLDUPS
Secretary of War Garrison, Governor
September options opened as
to
the
peticomhim.
for
According
of
each
to
from
ency
and
.
penses
place
Alfred
19
.46
.292 follows: Pork $20.57
Tener and Commander-in-chie- f
New York
Rnndayschool conven't'pn'""
lard $13.32;
in
faith
Chacon acted in good
petition, so that by the time he gets
B. Beers of the G. A. R., and Comma- tion,
Mr. (hid Mrs. Harry Taylor of Mel
77V2. The closing sales vera
ribs
$11.
court
and
of
criticism
the
MAN
a
mon
ROB LOCAL
back from Edinburg the expense
nder-in-chief
General Bennett H.j making
Western League
bourne, Australia are in the city as
as follows:
that he was not aware of the serious ey collected by him and his trainer is Club
Won Lost Pot.
Young of the United Confederate Vetthe guests of Mrs. John Colwell. They
Wheat, July 89 i September 89;
offense.
about double the actual amount of Denver
.CS2 December
erans were lifcted as the principal ness of the
21
are making a tour of the world and
f
...45
92.
JaBEYTA HELD UP BY
PLACIDO
time
was
a
money expended. There
29
41
.586
St. Joseph
will remain in Las Vegas only a short
speakers.
GOVs! September
Corn,
July
61;
FOUR OF THEM LAST
when managers of these meets made Des Moines
The officials of the two rat roads
37
31
.544 December
time.
!
58.
OFF
NIGHT
more
the
ofrfers
giving
by
tempting
the
attlhat
said
his
left
37
Mrs. D. L. Batchelor
.530
32
Lincoln
running Into Gettysburg
Oats, July 40; September 424
the winning athlete the option of tak Omaha
v .....
the movement of the trains to the
37
.529 December
33
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I'lJJVVU
4S.
This morning at 1 o'clock, Placido
Jremaini for. the coming few ,'Jays at-FOR ARCTIC DASH ing a prize or its equivalent in cloth- Sioux City
28" 41""".40a ' Pork, July "$20 ."S3 Sept. $20.72.
camp on the battlefield was proceedon
Bank
ing and similar commodities. A goodi
fendim thVDiir meetirref .'of the' State Ajmytaffiok at the
.388
41.
.26
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SOME IDEAS ABOUT

MARRIAGE

GNU DANCES PREFERRED

Undoubtedly Written by a Pessimist,
They May Not Meet With Universal Popular Approval.
When a man walks down the aisle

he must look like a fool, but
lias even looked at him close

House That Sheltered
Catholic Priests and Political
Refugees Is Well Preserved
and Cared For Today.

to see.

A man and woman going on a wedding tour try hard not to look happy,
and on their return they try just as
fcard to look happy.

New York. A recent telegram from
London to The New York Times stated
that Boscobel, the historic estate on
the border of Staffordshire and Shrop
shire, where Charles II. hid in an oak

altar

be-tu- g

house-lixepin-

,

SAFETY IN LIGHTNING STORM
Shelter

of Trees Is BetAny One
Standing Alone.

In Collection

ter Than Under

Rvpxv vear ouite a laree number of
people are killed by lightning because
they did not know what to do in a

'

tfhnnder storm.
First of all, it is safer to be indoors
than out. Most people get killed when
out in the oDen. If .you are caught in
don't be afraid
a thunder storm, then
ot sheltering under a tree just oecause
:vou have heard that it is dangerous.
It is daneerous to shelter under a
solitary tree, because lightning likes
to strike the highest point, and a BolV
tarv tree la the hiEhest nolnt afl a
xule for some distance around. But
pretty safe if you take shelter
jou are
in a wood. A tree in a wood is seldom

6QSGQBEL

Many Roman

no odb
enough

At a church wedding the girl at the
In white looks as if she had won
the head prize, and every woman present who has been married as long as
a year looks as if she had won the
consolation.
When It is said of a bridegroom that
lie has money, every woman present
remarks: "And you bet she knows
Jiow to spend it for him."
There isn't as much honey in the
Shoneymcou as reported, much of it
lost in the ordeal of wiping on new
towels after they have gone to
and breaking in new shoes.
They long during their engagement
'to go somewhere after they are mar-:rl9-d
where they will be all alone. On
the second day after they have been
U alone, the bride says: "Wouldn't it
be nice if some friend should come
long?" And the bridegroom sighs:
"Yes, or even an enemy!"
About three months after a bride
las left her old home with her nose
turned up scornfully at the suggestion
that she take her old clothes with her,
she comes hurrying back for them,
and is mad if one garment is missing.
nttsburgh Dispatch.

10 SELL

Historic Estate Where Charles
to Be Sold.

of a church stepping on flowers which
little girls have scattered before him,

'
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tree after his defeat at the battle oi
Worcester, was to be sold at auction

There is more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other dis-

soon.
'

Mnnkev Good afternoon, Mrs. Lion.
Are you taking your little one to dancing school?
Lion Yes, Mr. Monkey.
Do you patronize Professor Bear or
'
the Misses Fawn?
Neither, Mr. Monkey. I prefer Slgnor Gnu. He teaches all the Gnu
dances, you know.

The house itself, which sheltered

many Roman Catholic priests and political refugees before Charles took
refuge there in September, 1651, is
well preserved, find the principal parts
remain as they were in the days oi
the Civil war. An oak, which is
shown as the one into which the royal
fugitive climbed when surprised by
Cromwell's horsemen, stands, pro
tected by iron railings, in a paddock

adjoining the estate.
There is a good deal of doubt as to
whether the tree now exhibited as the
oak which saved the "Merry Mon
arch" is actually the one up which he
climbed. A writer in a London paper
says: "I notice that the famous Boscobel Is for sale, and the report states
that the identical tree in which King
Charles II. hid himself is part of the
property. This, however, is not the
case, for, according to Timbs, the veritable oak was speedily destroyed aft
er the Restoration by the zeal of the
Royalists to possess relics of their
sovereign's hiding place. Another
tree, raised from one of its acorns,
was flourishing in the middle of last
century, and is probably the tree
which Is now shown at Boscobel as
the authentio one. After all, the off
spring of a tree that preserved a
king is as worthy of its iron palisad
ing as the descendant of his human
preserver, 'unparalleled Penderell,' of
his pension. Four or five years ago a
case in the law courts here drew at
Mggson Education is a wonderful tention to the fact that an heir to
thing, but if I hadn't been a man ol part of the Penderell pension existed
in the person of a London cabman.
letters I'd have had less trouble.
The original Penderell was burled far
Jlggson How so?
Wlggson I wouldn't have baes
mixed up in a breach of promise ca
SURE THING

JZ

PLENTY OF IT

rtitruck.

Certain trees are more dangerous
than others. If you have a choice between an oak and a beech tree, then
take the beech tree all the time. A
far ereater number of oak trees are
struck than beech trees. Elm trees
jirn nearly as daneerous 03 oak trees
Avoid big crowds and collectlonn of
:Rnimala. For some reason probably
because of the warmth that rises from
their bodies crowds of animals and
persons are liable to be struck by
.lightning.
Mouse as a Family
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"Heavens!" shrieked a
a few days ago as she
discovered a mouse playing about the
Sho
table.
leg ot the dining-roo!was visiting at the house of a friend
Timid Lover Johnny, I'll give you
cn North Eighth street. "Won't some
this quarter if you'll steal me a Iocs
one please kill that beast?"
The hostess laughed. "We couldn't of your sister's hair.
make It fifty
Johnny A'right
think of killing the little mouse," she cents
a whole switch!
steal
I'll
and
ye
exclaimed. 'It's a family pet."
The visitor, still badly frightened,
NOT VISIBLE TO NAKED EYE
demanded an explanation.
"Well," said the hostess, "my
found a mouse one morning. It
was so tiny and seemed so fearless
that my husband brought a small
piece of cheese and the mouse
marched right up and ate out of his
hand. It was several days before I
could get used to it, but it will eat
from my hand now. It plays around
no fear of any one and after it
has been so trusting toward us we
simply cannot bring ourselves to
.'kill it."
Her visitor left shortly afterward.
Idaho Statesman.
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Egyptians, the exact date of its origin
toeing lost in the remote ages. But
that it was enjoyed in the flourishing
times of Egypt ia settled beyond controversy. So far as can be learned
Landlady Why do you look so at
the materials from which beer was
then made were substantially the the soup? Is there anything in it?
Boarder I don't know. I foolishly
name as today. Beer appeared In
Greece several centuries before the left my microscope in my trunk.
Christian era and was probably much
the same in character as that brewed
POOR MAN
in all
ly the Egyptians; thea Greeks,
knowledge of
likelihood, acquiring
Sta manufacture through commerce
with that land. They, in turn, handed
It on to the Romans, and by those
it was, spread
(hardy empire-builder- s
broadcast over the ancient world.
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CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A.

L.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-

COLUMN

O. MOOSE

O.

fourth

M.

!

Meets secood

Thursday

month ai W

I

evenini

'

Vtsitl

W. Hall.

O

brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. Thornhill,
T. Davis, Dictator;
,
Secretary.

vited. Wm. P. MillB,
H. S .ifan Petten, Secretary. J, E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
TISEMENT?
Meets every first
I. O. of B. B.
ledo, O.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO, 2, Tuesday of the month in the .vestry
Five centi per I!ne
acn Insertion.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
rooms of Temple Montefior3 si I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- Take Hall's Family Pills for consti Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
Tuea-dao'clock
p. m.
VlRtting brothers art
d
"fee
slar
conclave
pation. Adv.
No ad to occupy less space than two
Isaac
Invited
MaAppoi
in
month
cordially
at
each
line. Ai! advertla merits ohargmd
9e
NOTICE.
Oreenciay,
Charles
m.
H.
President:
G.
at
sonic
7:30
p.
Temple
,
The Deep Lake Hunting and Fish- wilt be booked at space actua'ly
KlnkeL K.
Chas. Tamme,
retary.
without regard to number of word.
ing club has leased the lake known
as the Deep 'iake, which is located' Cash In advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
south of the La Jara lake of this
1.
Meets every Monday evening '
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
their hall on Sixth street All visl
AL ARCH MASONS Regt-la-r
con
No person will
Lakes
vocation first Monday In
ing brethren cordially invited to al
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
Gut
tend. P. D. Fries, N.
each month at Masonic
property except members of the club,
Lehman, V., G.; T, M. Elwood.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
and all persons going there must be
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
prepared to show a membership card
G. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustBlood, Secretary.
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
8. Meets first and third Fridays
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN a.
FISHING CLUB.
Love at Woodmen of the World
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonlo Templo,
Mrs. J. O. Butledf, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
When the baby is suffering the dou
of each month at 8 p.
Mondays
Axnei
Secretary.
tron;
Mrs,
Tripp,
ble affliction of hot weather and bowConsul; G. Laemmla,
H
329.
Stewart,
Telephont Hall
el disorders, the remedy needed is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the WANTED
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local fuy
Man to work on rach;
feverish condition, corrects the stom . must be capable of
uty.
Visiting members are
NO,
handling team. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
ach and checks looseness of the bow.
welcome and cordially invlv
102
at
Mees
Address J. M. Ackerman, Lamy, N.
every Monday night
els. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
ed.
O. R. O. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
M.
Spld by Central Drug Co. Adv.
8 o'clock.'
members are
Visiting
J. C. Wert,
NOTICE.
WANTED
Lawn
cordially, weloome.
mowing,
cutting
ATTORNEYS
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
weeds or other work around prempresident; J. T. Buhler secretary;
c'iub has leased the La Jara and Tip
C H. Bally, treasurer.
ises. R. G. McAllister. , Call E.
HUNKER & HUNKER
G Murphey's.
lakes, which are the two northernH. Hunker Chester A, Hu
George
B
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
p. O. ELKS Meets second and
Attorneys-at-Laof the Ten Lakes Land company. No WANTED
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
Experienced cook, good
New Mei- Las Vegas.
month Elks home on Ninth street
person will be allowed jo hunt or
wages. Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053
fish upon this property except mem
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarEfghth street.
bers of the club, and all persons goDENTISTS
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Htxalted Ruler; D. W. Coning there must be prepared to show WANTED Reliable girl of good mo
a membership card in this organiza
don. Secrets'-rals for housework. No other need
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTlf
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrest
1054
Crockett Building.
Seventh
street.
apply.
COUN- Office
ed for trespassing.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mi i
Telephone
Mala i
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
THE LA JARA HUNTING WANTED 'Competent stenographer
AND FISHING CLUB.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
and office clerk Answer in owe
Pioneer building.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Visiting memhandwriting. J. B. Optic office.
bers are cordially Invited1. Richard
Dentist
TJevine, G. K.; ITrank Angel, r. 8.
CARRIAGE
WANTED
Dental work of any description
At this
AUTOMOBILE,'
office, nice
moderate prices.
Ana
large cotton rags. Must be clean.
NO.
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
5 cents 'per pound.
E', DORADO LODGE
SIGN PAINTING
KNIGHTS OF PV
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
H
N.
TH AS Meets
429 GRAND AVE.
ery Monday even Professional health Culture for Ladl
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
n
r
Ing in Castle Hall
t
FOR SALE Range, dining table and
General
Massage, Hair and Scan
Vl8lUng
Knlgit'
1113
other furniture.
Eleventh
LOCAL TIME'CAKI
Treatment, Facial MassagG, Manicur
Btreet.
hi- - Chas Llebacs
Plaza Hotel.
'
Vfy'iv,','- aer.
Chancellor Office hours t:30 p, m. to 3:30 p.
EAST BOUND
DESIRABLE residence, three 'lots, tor
Commander. Harry
Arrive
sale cheap if taken quioic. Phone ry Martin,
of Records and
Keeper
Subscribe for The Optic
.
No
:15 p.
2.
:10 p oi
Main 26.
Seal.
4
No
11:06 p.
11:05 p. m
No. 8
2:05 a. m..... 2:10 a.
FOR SALE Perry Onion will se'il
2:1 p. u
No. 1ft.... 1:45 p. m
you 25 pounds of rhubard for $1.
WEST BOUND
1:45 f.
No. 1.... 1:20 p. m
FOR SALE Pigs at $2.50 and S3 deFrom Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
No. 8.... 6:10 a. m..... 8:16 a. m
livered in Las Vegas.. Harry Mau4:30 p.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
despription
rice;. Sapellbv N. M.
6:35 p. m
No.
7:00 v. at
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
PIANO FOR SALE On account of
.'. 25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
traveling will sell beautiful $400
FOR
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King Charles Oak.

from his quiet forest in the Church of
St. Giles in the middle of London's
Blums. His tombstone, with a curious
epitaph, was often used as a poor
man's dinner table until the reform of
the graveyard. Whatever the house
at Boscobel where Charles was harbored by the Penderells may be now,
it was in those days a forester's house
of a modest character."
The picture reproduced herewith is
from an Interesting book printed in
London in 1812, "Arbores Mirabiles;
or, A Description of the Most Remarkable Trees, Plants, and Shrubs
in All Part of the World." The curious little building around the King
Charles Oak shown in the illustration
has since been replaced by a railing.
STING CURES AFFECTED EYES
Parisian, Suffering From Catarrhal
Ophthalmia, Brings Strange
Case to Doctors' Notice.
Paris. A man stung by a bee the
other day has thus discovered an unusual cure for catarrhal ophthalmia,
and has brought his case to the atten
tion of Dr. Tarnawski. The doctor's
patient was suffering from double ca
tarrhal ophthalmia that had resisted
He was
all orthodox treatments.
stung by a bee on his left eyelid
When he woke up the next morning
he found that the light was no longer
painful to his eye and that the discharge had ceased. The delighted patient captured another bee and had it
sting him on the other eye. The next
morning It was cured.

Refreshing Sleep.
Not everyone who sleeps is refreshed when the sun peeps over the
ItiiHs.
One hour of deep and dream-Jes- s
slumber is worth three of four
Sours of that which falls to the lot
of most people, the fragmentary, rest-ucpdream-hauntesleep.
Woman Convicted by Dictagraph.
Too many hours of sleep is almost
New York. Mrs. Fanny Dio, a fors h;t( ob not enough. Some people
tune teller, was found guilty of black,
require eight hours, others only six,
mall and sentenced to three years in
while iisauy "brain workers" get along
DlcelT oa only four. Tho'latter class,
prison, on evidence furnished by a dicr.fii'i tate litti cat naps Of a few
tagraph. She accused Dr. Samuel
dethe day. This is
j dm !
thin miinmel .Tandlich of illegal operations and
hats
Women's
Green
In the
v w of f
': r up, and is
a
installed
tectives
dictagraph
to
be
are going
exceedingly largo.
J (
she went there to
i
,
merely 1osjh
Wise (who lias JuHt paid for bit doctor's office when
i '
noment the wife's
t
arrange a settlement.
And so are the bills.
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GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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Origin of Beer Is Ancient.
Beer was brewed and drunk by

r13he OPTIC Bhe

eases put. together, and until the last
few year3 was supposed to be lncur-ablFor a ereat. manv years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and pre
scribed local remedies, ana ny constantly failing to cure with local treatSciment, pronounced it incurable.
ence has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
it
from 10 drops to a teaspoonrul.
acts directly on the Wood and mucous
surfaces of the system,
they offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and RATES
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
you use
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FLOUR
It

"s

giving you
i present for ck- i

something
d
do any
you
ing

way when you
learn how Much
Belter EMPRESS

FLOUR

really

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
P LATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

FOa RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitcheni

ROOMS

FOR
511

RENT

Modern

Phone Main 227
health
White

furnished

flat.

-

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
'
hill. Phone Purple 5301.
The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl"' and' "The Summer Woman"
While the former is having a "good
time" the latter is too often dragging
around' nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching back and weary limbs,
and wretched. Often it is
sleepless
kidney- trouble not female trouble and
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct Mid
G.
p furtive help for the condH'ou
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Slure
Adv.
A Good Investment
W. D. Magli, a well known merchant
of Whitemound, Wis., bought a stock
of Chamberlain's medicine so as to
be able to supply them to his custom

ers. After receiving them f he. was
himself taken sick and says that one
small bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was
worth more to him than the cost of
his entire stock of these medicines.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
if a substitute is offered you for
gloley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine is pressed upon you for
the, dealer's profit, not yours. Foley

Kidney Pills may 'cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
they ?lve better results than any other kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs.. Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 jibs., to 200 lbs.. Each Delivery

Ninth street.

20c per
..25c per
30c per
,.40c per
50c per

Less than 50 lbs.. Each Delivery

100 Ibt.
100 Ibt.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,' Storers, and Distributors ot Natural Ice, the Purity aas
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
i!2

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

WtKkjW

Classified add. search out the people to wtiom among au
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing It worth most.

That property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST xo sokiob
and would merer hear eg
your property unless it were advertised here.
who reads the ads. In tnis newspaper

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want (aa
are anxious to pay caah for) books, automobiles, nsed mactUBerj
and furniture, artleln of asefulness' of any sort, and musical in'
struments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyen, on all
lbie sort of
they kare come to he finders of the hm

keta.
Subscribe for The Optic

40c per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs

.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

For Rent

tained in this city from

ALL GROCEPS

200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

piano cheap for cash; used three
months. Call and see it. 508 Main.
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When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly, They will
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its

r

V

(
(

J

')

prosperity.

c

This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinity. If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.
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You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

ao

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.
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CAMPERS

1, 1913.
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TUESDAY

LEAVE IN HIE

Hi WEDNESDAY
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USEFUL ARTICLES HAVE
BEEN DONATED TO THE
YOUNGSTERS

MANY

$19.85

The Alter society will meet tomorat 2:30 o ciock at the
Tomorrow morning at 7:30 o'clock
parish.
the boys who are to take the two
weeks outing at the Y. M. C. A. sum, Mrs. O. G. Shaffer, who has been mer camp will set sail for that place.
indisposed for the past few days, is A number of conveyances have been
reported to be improving.
provided for and all the boys afe
looking forward to a big time. After
Sanitary milk and cream have
reaching camp tomorrow afternoon
the boys will be forced to make their
qualities which render
beds, place their tents in position
boiling, pasteurizing or
and get their supper before retiring.
Adv.
On July 4 the boys will give an exFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged hibition for the benefit of their parIn wood. Direct from the disti'ilery ents and friends who will visit the
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
camp on that day.

We get them direct from the growers EVERY DAY.

rvn

La

Why not use sanitary
milk and
cieam. There is no food so safe for
the delicate, bo conducive to tin
"
growth of children. Adv.
'

also

Velvet and Wilton
Velvet Rugs, worth from

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

A

--

1

UC(X.

-

J

CO?)

& Co,

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

O
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

grad-udate- s

ANDRE TA I L

MONEY TO LOAN

college.

We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.
A
1
Why not Invest your money in Las Vegas real estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
you good money if you will take advantage of them.
A FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,' Prest. and Mgr.
603

Main 40.

Be

Store of

Linco'in

ia Best of Everything

Avenue.

Eatable

Fresh Fruit-

-

I!

Arriving Daily Such as
California Apricots, Clymm Plums, Peaches, Table

Cherries, Pie Cherries, Strawberries, Dewberries,
Lemons, Oranges and Bananas
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"HARVEY'S"
A set of new mail boxes have been

Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
received at the postoffice and wl'il son. Old management; old rates. Car
be placed in the office for use as soon riage out every Saturday. Leave oras possible. These boxes are differ- ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
ent from the others in that they lock
themselves automatically. When a
"ANTI-FAT- "
JURY OUT
person goes to his box? and .closes it
Denver, July 1. The jury in the
without turning the combination me Cunningham fraud case in the Unibox locks itself automatically. The ted States district court had not reach
lock Is, however, more simple than ed an
agreement at 2 o'clock this afthose in use at the present tiic and ternoon. The
Jury is still deliberating.
wl'il prove to be a far better box In
every respect. A recent law passed
by congress to the effect that hones ITALY'S RULERS
be provided with this class pf a lock
"
Is due to the change that will ho
LEAVE ON VISIT
A new hand power canmade here
celling' machine has also been received at the postoffice and is a late
make, being easier to manipulate TO HOLD IMPORTANT CONFERENCE WITH GERMAN EMPEthan the old machine and a letter
ROR AT KIEL
machine In every way.
ROOT ON VACATION
After two years solid labor as city
editor of the Optic Colbert C. Root
this morning left for the famous Har
vey ranch, where he will spend a few
weeks vacation. W. C. McClurg of
Boston has tauen the editorial desk
during Mr. Root's absence. Mr. Root
will probably remain at the Harvey
ranch for two weeks and then taice

a short trip to Kansas, where his
parents reside. He will be missed
at the Optic as will bis witty sayings. After composing me huge sue.
cJcss, "Ten-Cen- t
Beer," Colbert made
arrangements to go to the country,
not only for safety from' those who
might become enraged over the story,
but also to get himself in trim to
write many more interesting articles.

Pisa, Italy,. July L The king and
queen of Italy, with a large suite including the Marquis Antonio di San
Gluliano, the Italian foreign minister,
left here today to meet the German
emperor at Kiel and also to return the
visti paid to Italy by the Swedish ldnsr
and queen at the time of the jubilee
of Italian unity in 1911.
The presence of the Italian foreign
minister with the king-ibelieved in
Italy to emphasize the importance of
the approaching meeting at Kio at
which the two sovereigns will, it 1?
assumed, discuss the most Important
international questions and more especially the solidity of the triple alliance, the settlement of the aBlkan
dispute and the maintenance of peace
between the European power.

,

iv. ,

Is made of an indestructible felt base beautifully cot
wed and grained by a special process, made possible
by, a
recent discovery. It is protected with a
triple coating of
varnish which receives the brunt of the wear.

Flooring is easy to keep clean,
and will not crack, peel or blister. Ia
Gal-va-ni-

te

absolutely-damp-proof-

$25.00 to $29.50.
Here is a snap worth

,

odorless and sanitary.
Makes warm floors in winter and smaller fuel
vermin-proo- f,

bills.

We do
looking in to.
this to make room for
He a vy Fall p urchases.

One case of shredded wheat and
one case of Trlscut have been donated to the Y. M. O. A. for food at
the camp by the shredded Wheat
company of Niagara Fails. This grub
will prove to be very tasteful to a'il
the residents of the camp this WIS-meThe Blsmark resturant has
also donated three dozen tin cups
for the use of the camp and these
are also greatly appreciated.

Three special trains, carrying several hundred Christian Endeavorers,
delegates to the association's convention to be held in Los Angeles, will
pass through Las Vegas Saturday
The trains will arrive here
morning.
The entertainment thaj, was given
at an hour's interval each. It is prob
the
students of the New Mexico Norable that a short stop will be made.
mal University summer school this
Science ha3 devised chemical tests afternoon at the gymnasium proved
to be an excellent program the boys
hich prove, and rules, reflations
and machinery which produce sanita- entered the gym all clad In their
gym uniforms and pu'iled off a numry milk and cream. To see 'these in
ber of interesting
stunts, such as
operaton at the Corbett Sanitary Dai
calesthenlcs,
matching,
apparatus
ry would convince you. Adv.
work and various games. The students thoroughly enjoyed the afterSince the request of the city of
noon.
ficials a number of residents have
started the weeding process and a
There will be boxball game tonight
number of residences have already
between the Directors and the Sinta
been improved. There still remains
Fe men. All members of both teams
a large number who have not started
are requested to be present on time.
the good work, and each are earnest
ly requested to begin the good work
Word has been receded from Asat once and get all the weeds out
sistant SecretaryValter Buru3, wiir
of the way before the summer is over
states that he has entered Into the
and they begin to seed.
work at Lake Geneva and that ho is
hard. He expects to return
The Brazilian minister to Washing working
to this city the latter part of the
'
ton, Dr. Lauro Muller, who is touring
month.
if
the United States visiting the large
cities and the various points of in
A soda fountain costing $150 has
terest, will pass througn Las Vegas been donated to the association and
Thursday evening on his way east.
was sent to the summer
The noted statesman is traveling in yesterday
camp where it will be installed for
a special car. He is accompanied by the use of the
patrons oi the camp.
several Brazilian and United States This
fountain with a large quantity
military aides.
of Hires root beer, donated by ihe
HSes Root Bee;r company, will
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president doubtless
prove to be one of the luxof the New Mexico Normal University uries of the
camp. Root beer with
received a letter from Clifford B. Up- sweet chocolate will be the only luxton, secretary of the faculty of Colum uries of 'iife that will be fed to the
bia University, which states that
patrons while at the camp.
of the New
Mexico Normal
University having to their credit a
Tomorrow night at the Lincoln park
four year course in an accredited high the Greater Las Vegas band will give
school and two years in the Normal its weekly concert.
This concert has
may be admitted to the Junior class grown to be one of the most delightful
in the course that leads to Bachelor of affairs that are given during the week
Science in education provided
that and it is ecpected that the attendance
they have chosen their high school will be larger tomorrow night. The
subjects in accordance with the re- concert will start promptly at 7:45
quirements for admission to Columbia o'clock.

.

Put up in rolls 38 inches wide sold by the
yard. Call and get samples and a beautifully
illustrated booklet.

FOR SALE BY

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

THE ROSENTHAL

r.

!
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For those Heavy 9x12
feet Axminster Seamless,

Adv.

VrJST

anof the finest oak ones, do away with
unsanitary carpets, lighten housework,
make a, beautiful wainscoting, in fact
w,nKo n oia nouse Into a new one and
yei oe within easy reach of everybody'!
pocketbook.
Think of it-- o perfect imitation of
oae, made of materials as durable as
iron and put up in rolls at a moderate
price.

row afternoon

lOc evnd 15c Each

,!""'

'illfWidfl

HERE IT IS

Something that will give
J
1l1 your rough, soft wood floorg the gppear- -

.MORNING

at 8:04

Try a dram of 6iq Taylor
at he Opera Bar. Adv.

CANTALOUPES

"V

T

LWSj!

The unewest thing out. Oocj

Light automobile
this evening.

Came in just a week ago, 1300
melons That means almost 2600
persons pleased because they are
SOLD and we have another car
due THURSDAY.
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Opposite the

DUY

V. M. C. A.

AUTO DELIVERY
Atl
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum

WAOOtl

Exprnse

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom
you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation, cheaper than horse
power

satisfy.'

SWELTERING IN THE
EAST;
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COOL HERE
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TRAVELING
SALESMAN
TELLS
ABOUT CHICAGO HEAT
CONDITIONS

Vftr
VC"

While the thermometpr in the big
eastern cities continues to hover
around the "99 in the shade mark,"
resulting in the deaths of hundreds
of people, the prostrations
of thousands and not to say anything of the
suffering caused to others, Las Vegans
are enjoying weather which the small
boy would term "is just right."
,4
Yesterday's press reports from New
York, Chicago and other points, stated that almost 50 victims had been
claimed by the Intense heat. Here
the temperature during the afternoon,
when at Its highest point, was 73 in
the shade.
,
"This weather which you folkB have
out here is the only weather for sum
mer," said a traveling representative
of a Chicago
firm this morning,
"Back in my home the people are
sleeping in parks and on the roofs of
buildings. Even then they cannot find
relief. The big citld;, on account of
their big stone and brick buildings and
paved streets, seem to absorb the heat
the day and on account of
being but little breeze at night
Mexican
the heat remains. New
weather Is the only weather."
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Investigate its merits and obtain full

particul-'r-
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY.

from

.Iannis

PUTS BAN ON DRUNKS
Rev. Mr. Garrett, who is now !i
Washington, July 1. If the'' provi- years old, says he was the
sions of the new Jones-Work- s
excise
in Quantrell's band and that
law, which became operative today, he participated in most of the expediare strictly enforced the 'national tions of that famous organization, incapital will probably become the most cluding the raid on Lawrence, Kan. He
unpopular place on. themiap in.- - the says that the guerrilla chieftain wer
eyes of those who. ar-- - in! the habit to Angelina county, Tex., after the
of Indulging too freely In,, liquors the fall of the confederacy and lived
Stronger than grape 'juice. V. Enforee- - there until his death about five yeara
ment of the new law will put an end ago and that all accounts of his dealii
to the practice of the police, common elsewhere are wholly erroneous. He
to almost all American cities, of
visited Quantell at his Texas home
leasing persons arrested for drunken-ther- e about ten years ago.
ness after they have been sobered up.
Rev. Mr. Garrett himself has had a
iThe act stipulates that a charge of notable career aside from his warmisdemeanor must be made against a time experiences. He was a residnt
'
"7
person arested for drunkenness on of Galveston, Tex., for a number of
GOVERNMENT SUIT. ON
the street or in any public place, and years previous to the great disaster
of wit- - tnat upon conviction he shall be
Chicago, July 1. Hearing
s which
overwhelmed that city. He was.
for the defense in the govern- - lsned by a fine of not legs than ?10 away from the city at the time of the
t
suit against the nor more tnan jjnn, or by imprison storm, over an evangelistic tour, but
ment's
Northwestern Retail Lumber Dealers' ment for not less than flve dayB 0r; every member of bis family was killed
association began here today before more than 30 days. It is anticipated except one granddaughter. In all ther
Special Examiner Fuller.
that the prospect of a public trial an l were 26 of bis relatives among th
a few days on the. ton,pile at Occo-- t victims.
,
Subscribe for The.OpiIcj:
quan will cause a regular New Yeai)
rush for the water wagon now that the
PARCELS POST C. O. D.
'
law has come into effeyt! .
Washington, July 1. Another heavy
blow is dealt the business of the ex- GIVE UP JOB AS HOPELESS
I...
press companies by the C. O. D. parcels
'
ll'OSt service which tne poEtornce de
.
.
,
,
.,
riauroaa employes ana investors as- partment puts into operation today.
was
formed about
sociation, which
The regulations governing the- - new
five years ago for the purpose of tryservice are radically Identical with
ing to chec k legislation hostile to rail- those
of the express companies. With
roads and also to brin? about a betthe lower rates J?y parcels post it is
ter understanding between the railthat much of the C. O. T.
roads and their employes, closed its expected of the
business
express companion
offices in this pity today and ended
will be diverted to the mails,
THAT Its existence. While
the ofticlal an
Under the rules of the C O. D. p.
nouncement of the disbanding says
tal service the sender pf a packas
the railroads are satisfied that the on
which the postage is fully prepai
work of the association Is accomplishmay have the price of the articles and
ed, it is said that as a matter of. fact
the charges thereon collected from
the roads have given up the job as
the addressee, provided the amount
It is pointed out that more
hopeless.
headWe a.
does not exceed $100. The fee for
states are passing legislation detri-- j
jeach collection is ten cents, to be af-- t
mental to railroads each year and the.
xed by the sender to the packasa
employes are getting more radical in In
parcel post stamps, In considera
their claims. P. H. Morrissey, who tion of which the contents are abo
has been president of the association insured
against loss without addition
In
since its formation, has accepted a al
charge to an amount equivalent to
position as assistant to the vice pres- its actual value not to exceed $50.
ident Vof the Burlington road. Before
becoming president of the association
STRAWBERRIES AND
Mr. Morrissey was at the head of the
SUES STAGE COMPANY
Brotherhod cf. Railroad Trainmen.
St. Paul, July 1. Charging that i?
i: CHERRIES EVERY DAY
business had been done in a frauduWHAT ABOUT QUANTRELL?
lent manner, W. W. Humphrey, ( i
f
'
Ada, Okla., July 1. The mystery Twin Falls, Idaho, today brought sii ;
which has always surrounded the later in the federal court here
against th
years of Quantrelt, the famous Mis- Yellowstone Stage company, of whi:
souri cuerrilla, who disappeared from he is a stockholder.
Judge Willard
bis old haunts shortly after the civil
granted a stay of two weeks for
war, may be explained by the story
told by the Rev. B. F. Garrett, a venerable Texas pastor who hag been visrUONE MAIN 4 and 21
Siflf-ribfor Tim- Ontlc.
iting friends here.
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BAKERY COOPS
THE BEST

CAN BE MADE
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quarters for fresh
Vegetables and

Fruits

Season

CD. BOUCHER
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